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Introduction 

ZK-Crypt is a hardware stream cipher with data authentication and random number 

generation attributes submitted to the eSTREAM competition. During the first phase 

several security concerns with respect to the cipher were raised, which actually were 

amended for phase 2, before our being aware of the problems. The serious issues 

concerned the original initialization processing, which has been raised to the highest level 

of security using the enhanced dual FB track MAC mode high diffusion loading and 

scrambling of  keys and IVs. 

During the first phase of testing, questions were raised about repeated 32 bit results- 

which were consistently in the range of 12,500 in 10 million samples, instead of the 

11,620 range as measured with RD5 or the Linux RNGs, and anticipated by Poisson. This 

troubled us as DieHard and other lesser tests gave the ZK-Crypt top random statistic 

scores. The out of range repetition was fixed in phase 2, before we were aware of the 

anomaly, as the reasons for the discrepency were then unclear. Now, after using the 

repeated word test to check for differentials in the internal variables of the Results, in the 

Register Bank and the Data Churn, we realize the root of the anomaly. This confirms 

previous studies and foibles that we and colleagues have discovered with the difficulties 

encountered in non-linearizing LFSR based number generators.  

The XOR function reduces bias only if the inputs are reasonably uncorrelated. Else, the 

results are unpredictable. Nonlinear permutations typically cause statistic discrepancies, 

and often exaggerate local bias, as shown in this document.  

We have improved the ZK-Crypt architecture to achieve security at least as strong as the 

algorithmic security of the AES-128; and expontially stronger with concatenated shared 

dual track feedback and longer keys. To achieve this, we: have increased the internal 

memory of the cipher; any multiple of 32 bit length of keys and IVs; added many more 

permutations in all of the sub-modules; greatly increased the diversity and improved 

methodology of the feedback including addition of a second orthogonal feedback, with a 

strategy which minimally degrades statistics; we have paid more attention to complexity 

in the clocking device; we have added hardware to achieve what we and others believe 

can amply protect against any side channel attack; we have submitted to expert review 

after each tweak, and have gained confidence of the efficiency of hardware 

implementations as a result of the successful hardware implementation in ETH [11] and 

our implementation of the deterministic/random noise source. 

Our test regime obviously was very harsh, in that we demanded a valid 32 bit word 

output at every clock cycle, to support DMA operation, and to save energy. 

The reader may find it useful to reference [8, 9, 15 and 16] when evaluating this 

document.  
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Improvements over ZK-Crypt I, our first eSTREAM submission 

We list the main changes between ZK-Crypt I and ZK-Crypt II and III and the motivating 

factors: 

1. We greatly increased the internal memory state variables of the cipher. The first 

version allowed time-memory-data trade-off attacks with computational time 

complexity less than 2
128

. In the ZK-Crypt II we increased the number of internal 

binary state variables by 96 (Super Tier, Bottom Store & XOR and FB), and 

subsequently, in the third version added another 35 binary state variables (Super Tier 

FB and some clock bits). We have put the cipher out of the reach of tractable time-

memory-data tradeoffs on the internal state [1, 2, 3]. The dual track full MAC feedback 

mode is vital in the initialization of the Stream Cipher, the TRNG, and obviously for 

Data Authentication.  

2. We judiciously support 128-bit and 160-bit IVs with dense dual track MAC feedback. 

The previous cipher had no explicit IV support. By allowing IVs of up to 160-bit long, 

ZK-Crypt is now protected against time-memory-data tradeoffs on the key space 

[1,2,3]. The fifth 32 bit key word, with 160 bit keys and all four or five IV words are 

digested and scrambled in Dual Track MAC mode feedback. 

3. We achieved a giant step in our efforts to increase diffusion and non-linearity by 

introducing a new breed of Hybrid Filters and Combining Functions. We combine three 

variables in a 2 of 3 Majority Function (MAJ), and then combine the output with two 

more variables with a 3 input XOR function. The XOR function statistically minimizes 

bit bias successfully, if the variables of the two input functions are not correlated. We 

have carefully processed word functions prior to XORing, so that the two input words 

are virtually uncorrelated, such that the XORed 32 bit word result combinationis are 

unbiased, with no sensed internal correlation. Typically, the Splash Matrix removes 

dependencies of variable inputs; as such dependencies are often related to near 

neighbours, which now are typically far neighbours. In all of our Hybrid circuits, at 

least of the input variables is an uncorrelated permutation controller. Typically, the 

output of the Hybrid circuit is XORed to a feedback variable; the result is fed into a 

Store & XOR circuit. Now, we can say that an output bit, at each cycle, is a function of 

11 mostly independent input variables. This process, because of previously mentioned 

vertically cascaded functions, where each Store & XOR or tier bank was operative to 

receive a differently rotated feedback word, crypto-complexity was greatly increased in 

ciphering, and collision resistance in data authentication modes.   

4. We added a second (Bottom) Splash matrix (previously called Hash Displacement 

Matrix) and the corresponding MAJ-Double XOR diffusion filter, feeding the 

previously mentioned Bottom Store & XOR. The Splash Vector Selector never 

activates the same vector permutation rule on the Top and Bottom Splash Matrices. 

Similarly, the EVNN permutation activators are controlled by the clocking unit and are 

changed at each cycle. In the ZK-Crypt I an attacker could potentially have found 

information on the output of the nLFSRs given several outputs by guessing a small 

number of memory cells (of the Store & XOR units); also as we were unable to 

successfully operate ZK-Crypt I in cipher mode with feedback. By guessing the 

memory bits of the clock-controlling unit for several rounds, it was possible to suggest 
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a divide-and-conquer attack against ZK-Crypt I with time complexity of about 2
90

 

operations. By adding an additional Store & XOR unit and another Splash Matrix unit 

we force the attacker to guess many more bits, and produce more complex quadratic 

terms on the nLFSRs, assuming Ciphering without feedback, which is now intrinsic to 

the strategy. 

5. As the Splash Vector Selector now activates two different permutation vectors we were 

able to adopt a simpler stronger Splash rule vector select strategy. In ZK_Crypt I we 

had to be sure that the "Identity" (no displacement) Vector would not be chosen twice 

in succession. In ZK-Crypt I, the strategy was, if a vector was chosen, on the next cycle 

only the "nearest neighbour" would be chosen; e.g., if C was chosen, on the next clock 

only B or D could be randomly chosen. We altered this behaviour in versions II and III, 

by allowing equiprobable choice of the next displacement vector amongst all 4 

possibilities; and at the same time assuring that the displacement rule of the Top Splash 

was not the displacement rule of the Bottom Splash. Now, we could be sure that never 

more than one of the two vectors will be the D (Identity) Vector. We have studied the 

implications of the massive diffusion caused by a single bit change in the feedback 

stream, and the diffusive "wake-up" with the weakest key initialization.  

6. We have introduced a dual track Feedback mode including one dense feedback in the 

cipher and TRNG functions. (During the initialization of the Stream Cipher and in Data 

Authentication, both feedback tracks are dense, and orthogonal.)  By forcing feedback 

on every clock, we achieve the full benefit of the mechanism against all attacks. The 

dual track feedback solution for Cipher and MAC mode, introduced in version III 

averts valid tags on contrived data, allowing for safe MAC use. There is now no 

degradation (actually a slight improvement) of top-grade DieHard statistics caused by 

the dense feedback in cipher mode. 

7. We have repeatedly investigated the circuitry, to estimate the risk of an adversary's 

inserting one or two probes into our operational circuit. In the ZK-Crypt III, the 

permutations are elusive; the diffusion is massive; both feedback are effectively dense 

in all modes; each cascading level is finely tuned to reduce trace correlation and 

eliminate bias, so that each 32 bit state level eminently passes Repeated Word and 

differential bit count testing. We are partaking in the layout of the circuit, to grant 

maximum DPA resistance. Safely sequestering and loading the keys is a more difficult 

hardware task; one which is in the realm of Fortress experience, but not a subject of the 

present contest.  

8. Side channel power attacks are not considered to be effective on ciphers where the 

running key bears no known relation to the secret key. We consider the ZK-Crypt to be 

an innovative combination of simultaneously radiating pseudo-noise generators, with 

two levels of radiation. 

A cycle with lower level of radiation occurs either when (case 1) two of the three (Top, 

Middle and Bottom) tiers [Ref 9 Figs. 25-27] and the Control Units [Ref 9 Figs. 13-15] 

are activated; or (case 2) when all three (Top, Middle and Bottom) tiers are activated 

and the Control Units are not activated. Conversely, a cycle with a higher level of 

radiation occurs only when all three (Top, Middle and Bottom) tiers [Ref 9 Figs. 25-27] 

and the Control Units [Ref 9 Figs. 13-15] are activated. We requisition idle shift 
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registers tweaked to compensate for the slight difference of the two cases of lower level 

current consumption. Case 2 occurs randomly on an average of less than 8%. Case 2 is 

a function of at least 16 variables, 6 of which are remote to the control units. We have 

changed the logic of the (P)Random missing clock pulse to remove the permutation 

"stall". 

Improvements over ZK-Crypt I, the first eSTREAM submission 

The enhancements in ZK-Crypt include: 

1. Nonlinear clocking – The nonlinear feedback registers in the controls are clocked in an 

irregular way. Excluding the effect of the average 1 in 12'th missing (P)Random pulse, at 

each clocked cycle, with a probability of 0.5, two (of the three Top, Middle or Bottom- 

TMB) tiers will be activated, else all 3 are activated. The choice of which of the 3 is not 

activated is now an uncoloured random function, wherein the all Tiers are equiprobably 

activated [Ref 9 Fig. 10S1-3].  To balance partial inactivity of the Control Units during 

missed (P)Random clock pulses, all three TMB tiers are clocked simultaneously. 

 2. The "stuck on zero" LFSR syndrome wherein a register is "disabled" if all flip flop 

outputs are in the '0' state, (especially in a proprietary configuration wherein MAC and 

Super Tier Feedback may be inactive) is averted in all ZK-Crypt nLFSR registers, 

especially important in the event of "weak-key initialization". The NFIX gate (aka de 

Bruijn NOR gate) inserts a '1' in an n celled nLFSR feedback path if the n-1 LS cells are 

in the '0' state [e.g. Ref. 9 Fig. 29R].  

3. Primitiveness – all nLFSRs (n celled de Bruijn shift registers) are such that there is one 

pseudo-random sequence that covers all possible different 2
n
 stages. 

4. Correlation – The ZK-Crypt II and III has passed all the DieHard tests successfully, 

with very few p values closely approaching zero or one, and never any DieHard failures; 

and the passes the Repeated Word test with grades almost identical to the RC4. We show 

that we could achieve optimal Poisson repeated words, (17 fewer repeated words) at a 

cost of 234 additional memory cells This of course does not prove it is secure, but rather 

implies that there are no easy-to-identify weaknesses. Still, as each output word depends 

on the last four cycles of the nLFSRs, i.e., on 12 values of the registers, that are permuted 

differently through several distinct permutations and nonlinear combiners. Thus, we are 

not aware of any correlation that can be used to distinguish ZK-Crypt II and III product 

given 2
64

 output words and a 2
128

  work load. 

5. Immunity to divide-and-conquer attacks – Treating the cipher as a directed graph 

(where the cycles are all through some flip-flop, and thus, for a given cycle, the graph is 

acyclic), any division of the cipher into two (or more) components large enough for 

divide-and-conquer attacks induce a cut in the graph. It is easy to see that all cuts have 

information flowing from one side to the other, thus, requiring an attacker that performs 

divide-and-conquer attack on the cipher to guess (at least) also the information that enters 

the component she has chosen to attack first. By requiring that each such cut have at least 

ten in ZK III bits, the attacker has to guess ten new bits every clock cycle.  

6. Massive first order diffusion –A change of a single bit in the Result buffer; e.g., 

fraudulently changing one bit of a Message word, will cause a massive change in the 
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State of the machine within a single clock cycle and will affect the output of at least 27 

bits (out of 32) in the cipher mask. In most scenarios all 32 Result bits can be affected. 

The number of state variables affected varies from 145 to 174. These figures depend on 

which Splash vectors are selected in the cycle. Second order changes (after 2 cycles) will 

cause a full (32 bit) cipher mask coverage and a full coverage of the 32 BitWord 

Manipulator. The smallest number of affected bits occurs when the vector selection rule 

dictates a Vector C followed by Vector D (Vector Rule D is the identity vector). 

7. We have already proved that an algebraic attack is intractable on the isolated Data 

Churn without feedback, and are in the process of an analysis of the other components; 

which will lead to an estimate of the total engine's complexity. An advanced estimate will 

be presented at SASC 2008. 

8. We show that the ZK-Crypt engines with Dual Track feedback can be concatenated 

with exponentiated complicity with consequent multiple length word operands and keys.   

The New Security Feature of the ZK-Crypt III – Dual Track Feedback 

9. The additional Super Tier and the Super Tier Feedback Store increased the number of 

internal state variables of the cipher and the complexity required for divide-and-conquer 

attacks. The Super Tier output masks traces of correlation from the 3 Tier Combiner. The 

Dual Track Feedback strategy, where the Super Tier recycles a full non-linear derivation 

of the Data Churn variables, "raining down" into the combined TMB Tiers' non-linear 

combined value, further encapsulates the Register Bank's 3 TMB Tiers. This non-linear 

encapsulation, with the enhanced Dual Track feedback in MAC mode, has drastically 

changed the complexity of all four ZK-Crypt functions. 

10. Combination of sparse and dense feedback – The sparse FB (an average 4 '1' bits in a 

32 bit word recirculated in three correlated versions into 5 32 bit variables) has been 

shown (DieHard) to be the maximum density linear feedback which does not degrade 

correlation statistics in the TMB tiers. This reduces internal correlation while providing 

internal data flow to secure the Register Bank against divide and conquer attacks. The 

Super Tier receives a dense Markovian feedback, with an average 16 '1' bits in the 32 bit 

feedback vector. The Super Tier's dense non-linear feedback increases the complexity of 

data flow between the components, thus greatly increasing the protection against divide 

and conquer attacks. Conversely, the non-linear Super Tier Cipher feedback served to 

enhance the DieHard statistics and no less important obviated the contrived "Fraudulent 

Word" collision attack. 

11. We have proved [12] the generic efficacy of preventing message modification of a 

simple dual track feedback stream, each feedback affecting tandem variables in a word 

manipulator, wherein one feedback stream is a non-linear derivation of a present Result, 

and the second feedback stream is simply a present Result XORed to the previous Result.  

The Reversed Nibble displacement [Ref 9- Figs. 34A, B, C & D]- was an innovation that 

enhanced the Dual Track feedback strategy, solving two related MAC and cipher issues. 

The first original task for the reverse nibble was to permute feedback such that a 

fraudulently inserted Message Word will broadcast two diverse versions one which may 

be a simple complementation of a few bits, and the second a Brownian motion type 
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scattering of the complemented bits in a fraudulent word, to prevent contrived Message 

Words which would subsequently, revert the Register Bank to a valid state.  

Remember, (see Appendix C) a complementary "fix" on a first clocked cycle on the i'th 

cell, must be made on the i+1'th cell, as the nLFSR cell outputs progress from less to 

more significant cells. A more complete graphic description of the shift and the scattering 

MAC MIX filter is found in [15]. Any reconciliation words dispatched to revert the 

Register Bank to an original condition must be shifted, as only nLFSRs which are active 

and shifting can be affected by feedback data. A reconciliation binary value to repair a bit 

in the TMB Tiers will always scatter bits in the Super Tier at the first clock in one 

relative position, and at the shift in another position relative to reconciliation bit, literally 

"dirtying up" the Super Tier.  Conversely, an attempt to reconcile a change in the Super 

Tier will scatter "dirty" bits in the TMB tiers, and the Data Churn. 

The second use of the nibble displacement is found in the Supermix filter 

[Ref 9 Fig. 34 B], the purpose of which was to remove correlation between the Super Tier 

and Lower Feedback cipher feedbacks, where the Sparse feedback's '1' bits were a subset 

of the Super Tier's '1' bits. This correlation between the two vectors caused a slight 

degradation of DieHard statistics. To eliminate correlation between the linear dense 

Super Tier Cipher feedback and the Sparse Cipher feedback, the Supermix, an 8 right 

rotate version of the MAC MIX filter was implemented. This amplified higher order 

scattering of falsified MAC Message Words, and reduced the correlation in the cipher 

feedbacks. 

12. The Super Tier feedback in MAC mode is further enhanced by XORing it with the 

synchronization word counter. The 24 bit counter synchronizes pages, and in the Data 

Authentication digestion process, each plain text DWORD (32 bit) that is sent into the 

ZK engine is counted, (the initialisation key and IV loading cycles are not counted).  

The counter is 'cut' so that its least significant bits affect the LSB of the right hand side 

Super Tier nLFSR. This Data Authentication feedback strategy reduces the likelihood of 

replay attacks as each plain text input is accompanied by its own positional counter.[10] 

In the cipher mode, the enhancements improved statistics and massively increased the 

crypto-complexity. In the MAC mode, the strategies averted a contrived "Fraudulent 

Word" collision attack and in cipher initialization secure key and IV loading.  

Any Data Authentication attack strategy that could allow insertion of a false bit or string 

in a first fraudulent word, that could be repaired in the Top, Middle and Bottom tiers with 

a second feedback word, would now cause an immediate scatter of complemented values 

in the cells of the Super Tier in the first clocked cycle and a further scatter in the second 

clocked cycle, and higher order scatters of changed bits in subsequent clock cycles. 

13. The safe loading of secret keys, in both the MAC and Cipher mode has been 

enhanced to preclude a delayed "wake-up" of the three TMB Control Units. An all zero 

Control Key Word would deactivate the three programmable counters for the first sixteen 

clock cycles. Inactivated counters preclude generation of both the Left and the Right Slip 

signals to the Register Bank and any change from Permutation Configuration Y1 

[Ref 9 Figs. 13, 10S1N & 10S3] for the first 15 and 9 Primary Clock cycles, respectively. 

Therefore, the loading strategy includes a 32 cycle scramble following key loading; 
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16 cycles to insure a complete "weak key wake-up" and the additional 16 cycles to insure 

complete diffusion of random feedback from the Register Bank back into the TMB 

Control Units.   

Security features - conclusion 

We conclude that ZK-Crypt II and III have an assured security level of 2
128

 for 128-bit 

key lengths and a security level of 2
160

 for 160-bit keys compliant with eSTREAM 

guidelines, and a cryptocomplexity that is on the high side of 2
190

. Algebraic attacks are 

intractable as the diffusive permutations have increased the monomials in the equations  

far beyond any other known design, and hundred folds more than other designs which are 

considered intractable. The ZK-Crypt is immune to differential cryptanalysis, as 

exhaustive Repeated Word testing has shown that there are no differentials and no sensed 

correlation in the internal states of the Register Bank, the Data Churn, or the observable 

final Result. The orthogonal Dual Tracks of feedback provably precludes message 

modification.   

Word Repetition – Distinguishing Attack- Internal Correlations 

ZK-Crypt I was attacked using word repetition ("The distinguishing attack on the 

ZK-Crypt Cipher" [4] and "Does ZK-Crypt Version 1 Flunk a Repetition Test?" [5]). The 

fear was that a distingishing correlation would be found in the Result word, potentially 

pointing to internal differentials. The introduction of an additional "Splash Matrix" and 

another "Store & XOR" unit solved these issues by reducing internal correlation between 

bits; but we were unaware, then of the reasons of the discrepancies found in ZK-Crypt I, 

and why they happened.  

The new versions of ZK-Crtypt were tested specifically against the "perfect cipher" as 

used in [5]. Using Bernstein's test, we compared the results of several hundred runs on 

ZK-Crypt versions II and III, and compared our results to the "perfect" random stream, 

and to a stream produced by RC4 (with 256 bit keys). We found the generated statistics 

to fall comfortably in the range of the published "perfect cipher". Bernstein's results 

averaged about 11,626 repeating DWORDS in a run of 10 million 32 bit words, the RC4 

averaged 11,625 words, the ZK-Crypt II 11,628 and the enhanced ZK-Crypt III on the 

Result in MAC mode test around 11,615, with excellent results on state words in the 

Register Bank and the Data Churn.  

In this document we demonstrate where and how Repeated Word tests detect internal 

word correlation in intermediate internal logic. This strengthened our understanding of 

the limiting enhancement attainable by XOR summing of two slightly correlated 

variables. 

We knew from experience, that despite any additional diffusion or permutations executed 

on the output of the TMB tiers, there was a small residual of correlation between near 

neighbor bits. We also learned that internal correlation was exacerbated by linear 

feedback. We established our first real proof of the sensitivity of  the Repeated Word test, 

and the apparent inevitable trace correlation of two juxtaposed (nearest neighbor) words; 

with "matching" second degree polynomials. 

In Appendix A, we review results of our exhaustive tests on the internal correlation of 

ZK-Crypt III Result words.We show how to reduce the number of Repeated Words to be 
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both lower than any other known to us number generator, and also to be compliant with 

the Poisson estimate on a perfect random sequence. We also show that the Repeated 

Word count is not the only measure of merit for judging internal variables.  

Before the last tweak, after establishing a fairly consistent average number of Repeated 

Words in Bernstein's 100 10M sampled Results tests (Bernstein also generates the 

Standard Deviation, STD which was always in the range of 100, therefore ignored in this 

report); we executed the two following exhausting tests using the same 100 

Initial Conditions: 

1) the sequences of 10M +1 ZK-Crypt Cipher Mask Results, where from every t(0) to 

t(10M+1)’th CM Result, at every t+1'th clock, each Y(t) CM Result is XORed to 

each (next) (Y(t+1)) CM Result to generate a new t’th test Result;  

 

         i.e., each CM Result is XORed to the following CM Result to generate a 10M 

test sampling, and, 

 

2) the sequences of 10M +7 ZK-Crypt Cipher Mask Results, where from every t(0) to 

t(10M+1)’th CM Result, at every t+1'th clock, each Y(t) CM Result is XORed to 

each (next) (Y(t+1)) CM Result to generate a new t’th test Result;  

 

         i.e., each CM Result is XORed to a "distanced by 7" CM Result to generate a 

10M test sampling. 

 

In the first instance, wherein near neighbors were XOR summed, there was a miniscule 

degradation of 4 more Repeated Words. In the second instance, wherein Result words 

were "distanced"; there was an appreciable improvement of 17 less Repeated Words.  

 

We conclude that there is a trace correlation in juxtaposed words, which is not detected in 

distanced words, that may only be sensed in an RW test. 

 

Per se, this proof is only academic, as in order to reduce the number of Repeated Words 

by 17, indiscernible to an adversary; we would need to save 7 intermediate 32 bit words 

in the Result/Feedback Processor; i.e., 234 added flip-flops, which would increase the 

size of the engine by over 20%. However, the exercise was a practical step in 

understanding the "things that happen".  

 

As expected, if we halve the number of randomly chosen possible Result words to 2
31

;
 
we 

essentially double the number of Repeated Words which we see: 

1) obviously, if one bit in a word is a "Stuck On" on polarity (always '1' or '0'), the 

subset of possible words is halved- or if one bit has a high polarity probability; 

there is a loss of unpredictability, and even more important to us, 

2) if a "good word", X, is rotated 7 bits and XORed to itself, the near neighbour bits 

are distanced, and the pair of XORed bits are less correlated than the juxtaposed 

bits; and the output is an ENS  word (even number string of '1's). Once again, the 

subset of possible words is halved. However, in this case we have not lost 

unpredictability (entropy) as we do not know if the result is caused by X or the 

complement of X. This ENS word is a "perfect" word to be XOR summed to any 
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uncorrelated word. (The second word must not be an ENS, as then two would be 

correlated, and generated word would be an ENS.) 

    

The Repeated Word tests detect differentials trace and gross correlations. The Repeated 

Word test does not tell us if one sequence of biased and/or internally correlated words 

can or cannot be XOR summed successfully to another sequence, not correlated to the 

first sequence, but which also has or has not differential or internal correlations.  

 

A first case in point, in the noise generator, [Ref 9 Fig. 4DC1], QTA, is the LS cell of an 

up-counter which is randomly (a function of data bits in the Register Bank) set to a new 

up-count which may be even or odd generating a …1010101011011001….type sequence, 

where the bold literal was the LS preset bit on an up-counter. Note that there is a natural 

prevalence of '1's, as a count sequence always ends with a '1', but may start with either a 

'1' or a '0'. This series has extreme correlation, as there are short sequences with same 

probabilities – if it’s a '1', most probably the next bit will be a '0'; conversely a '0' is with 

a high probability followed by a '1'. As we are reasonably sure that there cannot be a 

correlation between the primitive nLFSRs in the noise generator and the pseudo random 

data bits affecting the toggling of the QTA signal; we prove to have found a good way to 

inject entropy into a pseudo random bit stream, despite the fact the QTA signal, in this 

case has about 9 '0's for every 10 '1's; and the signal derived from the nLFSRs is also at 

best locally biased and full of recurrent periodic correlations. [Ref 9 Figs. 4DC1 

& 13TCU].  

 

A second far more vital revelation, is the affects of the 4 random EVNN permutation 

control signals from the Random Controller regulating the Hybrid MAJ filter. If the input 

bit to a MAJ  function gate is a '1'; with a probability of 0.75 the output of the MAJ gate 

will be a '1', assuming that the other two bits are fairly random. But as each EVNN 

control signal affects every fourth output bit in the Hybrid Filter output of the Splash 

Matrix; there is a strong correlation between every fourth output bit; an average of almost 

3/4 of the output bits will be of like polarity, and these words would be repeated more 

frequently in the 10M samplings. The summary in Appendix A shows that in such a case 

there are almost 2M Repeated Words, but no differentials. 
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Security against Chosen-IVs  

The ZK-Crypt III is designed to accept variable length IVs, following a 32 MAC mode 

clocked scramble digest of the looaded secret key. The additional 16 cycle scramble 

following the MAC mode loading of the IV causes each bit of the IV to affect virtually 

all  bits of the internal state. This strategy increases the security of the cipher against 

chosen IV attacks, as well as drastically reducing the possibility of discovering a weak 

key. [6] 

 

Side Channel Attacks 

The ZK-Crypt design is immune to power attacks, (no S-Boxes or look up tables), and is 

protected against power attacks with a current compensating strategy which maintains 

two distinct ranges of current compensation. 

Algebraic Cryptanalytic Attacks 

Using algebraic modelling methods from [13], Bard has analyzed the Data Churn alone, 

without its 64 bits of feedback and found it to have an over 50,000 monomial count. We 

estimate that the Register Bank will have a monomial count of over 70,000; while the 

affects of the Message, the Result/Feedback Process and the 4 distinct forms of Dual 

Tracks of orthogonal feedback have not been taken in account. A count of 6500 

monomials has been shown to be intractable in the coming decades. An exposition of the 

methodology on the ZK-Crypt architecture is being submitted to SASC 2008, and will be 

archived. 

Differential Cryptanalytic Attack    

[14] shows samples of the importance of "immunizing" stream cipher designs from 

differentials, wherein a distinguishable differential may be used as a valuable "hook" for 

an adversarial attack. The state variables in the ZK-Crypt naturally and provably have no 

sensed binary differentials. A simple and important test for differentials is to count the 

number of '1's of each indexed bit of a test word in a large number of test words. This 

test, however is not sufficient to discover internal correlations between bits in a string. 

A successful Repeated Word test result, where the number of repeated words is "close to" 

the number of words estimated by a Poisson calculation of a perfect random sequence of 

numbers, shows both the absence of differentials and an amplified estimate of the trace 

correlation between words in the sequence.  

We use the Repeated Word test to assess the word state variables in the 32 Bit Word 

Manipulator, and a Chi Square test [7] to estimate the entropy generated by the ZK-Crypt 

deterministic/random noise generator.     

However, we show cases where we purposefully generate two logic unobservable strings 

each of which has a disparate internal correlation; so that the XOR summed results will 

have eliminated differentials, and reduced state variable correlations.  

This XORing of two internally correlated variable strategy was used in randomizing the 

deterministic noise source in the Random Controller.  In the Control Units there are 

randomly preset short cycle (between 4 and 12 counts, randomly starting with an even or 
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odd number) counters. The LS flip-flop is toggled at each (P)Random Clock, except for 

when the pseudorandom clocked up-count presets at 15. The parity of the presets, and the 

up-count preset start value are affected directly by highly diffused bits from the Register 

Bank. However, despite the fact, that with strong probability, polarity is changed at each 

Primary Clock cycle; e.g., most of the time a '1' is followed by a '0', (extreme correlation 

between successive bits), the statistics of the output of XORing these bits to internal 

permutation regulators has markedly improved the random statistics (see Fig. 4DC1 

in [9] and a typical noise generator report in Appendix F from [17]).  

The second importance issue is the distributions of '0's and '1's in the state words of the 

Data Churn.  

As is shown in the Splash Hybrid Filters, if any one of the EVNN signal inputs to the 

filter is '1', the relevant 8 MAJ gates is output is '1' with a probability of 3/4; conversely if 

the input is '0'. If the EVNN signals are not biased, then the output of the the 32 MAJ 

gates has no sensed differential in any of the 32 output bits, but there is a strong 

correlation between any bit and another bit both four places "down or up the line". Also, 

if the permutation bits show strings with a dearth of single literals (few 0101s and many 

111000s) then there is a strong correlation of bits X(i,t) and X(i+1,t) in the output of the 

MAJ filter, which would not be detected by simply "counting" the number of '1's. This 

correlation is most probably sensed in the Repeated Word test. The results have shown as 

expected, measured by repeated words; if two biased uncorrelated words are XOR 

combined, the degree of inner correlation of the output word is statistically less correlated 

than the lesser correlated of the two input words with internal correlation, and as we have 

shown, the bias is typically reduced.   

The nature of the ZK-Crypt 32 bit Word Manipulator precludes differentials, as the 7 32 

bit Word states in the Register Bank and Data Churn outputs are right and left rotating 

rings of binary variables; accepting inputs from other rings dependent on right and left 

rotations and pseudo random displacements. We have shown that there is no appreciable  

bias in any binary state variable in the 32 bit Word Manipulator; proven by counting the 

number of '1's in hundreds of 10M samplings; averaging the results and calculating the 

standard deviation.  

The architecture has proved to be amazingly robust. Not only are the variables in the 

Register Bank unobservable; but we have forced unreasonable differentials in the 

TMB tiers, which caused large differentials in 3 Tier Combiner output without seriously 

degrading the Register Bank Output; as there can be no correlation with the Super Tier's 

excellent statistical output. Conceptually, we consider the TMB Tiers to be the "sanctus 

sanctorum", the unobservable final repository of all aberrations; they record all, and 

reveal virtually nothing. In addition, whether the random enacting Tier Clocks, the 

Brown Image Controls or the Right and Left Slip permutation controls are locked or 

operative, there is no sensed affect on the 4 Tier Register Bank Combiner, we estimate 

because of the uncorrelated quality output of the Super Tier.  

We have checked the affect caused by Message bits on any internal differentials. We ran 

the same Repeated Word sets of 10M samples, wherein, in each, a different (1 of  32) 

single '1' (with 31 '0's)  Message Word is the input. We wanted to ascertain if there could 

be an asymmetrical affect causing a differential on one or more internal binary variables 
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in either the Register Bank or the Data Churn. This only strengthens trust in the massive 

diffusions [Appendix B], and our observations of algebraic complexity.    

Either the Super Tier output or a dispersion of the output appears linearly in the 

immediate output equations of all 10 32 bit state variables of the 32 bit Data Manipulator. 

The Super Tier output is composed: of linear feedback combinations of loosely correlated 

internal words (and an additional permuted Result word in MAC mode); of the present 

pseudo random shifting state of the two 16 bit linear FSRs XORed to the internal One to 

Many internal feedback of the LFSRs; in the case of MAC data authentication, of the 

output of the Synch Counter; which are all XOR summed together in the nLFSRs' 

flip flop outputs; wherein said output is 7 left shifted into an Image output which is 

XORed to the the same nLFSR output.    

The Cipher mode Super Tier Feedback shows signs of correlation in its inputs (see the 

Repeated Word resultsin Appendix A).     

We see that  the outputs of the Super Tier's nLFSRs, and the Super Tier's output 

(undiscerningly alike for Cipher and MAC mode), give excellent statistical results when 

measured by DieHard, Repeated Word, and bit counts.  

The Super Tier output is the output of its two nLFSRs XORed to the 7 left rotated outputs 

of said nLFSRs. Such a result typically lowers any long term residual bias. The Repeated 

output Word of the Super Tier is an ENS, even number string word; i.e., there will always 

be an even number of '1's and '0's, and any output is therefore one of 2
31

 possible numbers 

(not one of 2
32

 unconstrained numbers). The reduced number of possible word 

combinations does not designate a loss of unpredictability, as we cannot know if the 

concatenated Super Tier's nLFSR words' input was X or the complement (inverse) of  X. 

The following graph shows the result of a search for a sense of binary differentials on 

three words of particular interest. If a Splash output filter consists of the XORed sum of 

every two adjacent bits, the result shows a higher degree of correlation, see H(i,t) ⊕ H(i+1,t), 

Fig. 21HYBF in Appendix A. We intended to present explicit results at SASC2008.  

 

 

Visibly, we see that the suspect output of the Hybrid Filter leaves us with a string with no 

sensed differentials, despite the fact that the filter is an XORed sum of two operands each 

with strong internal correlations. We see that in all of the relevant 100 10M sampled 

tests, the number of ones is close to 5M. The maximum average deviation bit count value 
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is 5,000,316; e.g., 316/(5 x 10
6
) which is less than 10

-4
. Remember, we are only analyzing 

an infinitesimal part of an assumed 2
379

 binary sequence so that "things happen". 

 

0

 

The graph shows the distribution average of the "counted" number of occurrences of '1's 

in any one 32 bit word in 10 M samples.  Note that in a logarithmic scale, number 0 is 

way down beyond nowhere, explaining the buried diamonds from the ENS (even number 

string) Super Tier.  

The points on the parabolic curves show an average counted number of occurrences of 

'1's in 10M samples, typical of four classes of state variables in the Register Bank and 

Data Churn, three of which demonstrate a close to perfect distribution of 32 bit numbers.  

The Super Tier output, being an XOR sum of the outputs of the concatenated 

"composited" Super Tier nLFSRs and their 7 left rotated Image, checks out nicely with a 

comparative low Repeated Word sequence. The number of expected Repeated Words is 

slightly 23,200- double of an excellent count of an unconstrained variable; leading us to 

assume that the 7 Left Rotated Image successfully distances internally correlated bits in 

the XOR sum. Therefore, as expected, each Super Tier (ENS) diamond is close to double 

the value of the underlying square symbol of the Top Store & XOR.  

As a result of the biased sets forced by the 4 EVNNs, see Fig. 17TSM in Appendix A; 

'many '0' and many '1'output words are hardly rare in the output of the MAJ filter in the 

Top Hybrid Filter, as seen in the present graph.  
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MAC Mode Security 

At the initial stages of developing the ZK-Crypt II a chosen word attack was suggested 

against the MAC mode, see Appendix C. This has subsequently shown to be a false 

alarm, but prompted the designers to introduce the ZK-Crypt III with a Dual Track 

feedback mechanism.  

In the ZK-Crypt II ultimate protection against fraudulant word attack relied on the 

non-linear complexity of the internal state, and the fact that the six feedback streams were 

an XORed combination of a Present and a Previous Message affected Result, which, once 

changed, can not be rectified, as the Result Store keeps a record of all fraudulent Message 

words, used to rectify a first untrue Message Word.  

Changing even of one plaintext bit can affect up to 170 bits in the internal state. The 

problem an attacker faces when he (or she) tries to complement one (or several) bits in a 

ciphertext word is the fact that the effects of his (or her) actions are completely 

unpredictable. This follows from the fact that any change in the internal state keeps 

affecting the machine in the following rounds, and due to the nonlinear nature of the 

effect, predicting these effects cannot be done with probability larger than random. 

We note that it is easy to see that changing only one word of ciphertext cannot lead to the 

same internal state. Thus, each attempted attack must use at least two ciphertext words. 

As we noted before, due to the nonlinear nature of the development of the effects of the 

previous message word on the internal state, it is impossible to predict the effect, and 

thus, to find the correct sequence of words that compensate for the first change. 

The Dual Track feedback, see Appendix D, is used in all functions. Secret Cipher and 

MAC keys which are longer than 128 bits are "digested" using the MAC mode 

[Ref 9 Fig. 7], (the first 128 bits are loaded directly into the Top, Middle and Bottom 

Tiers). It is used in the MAC function, for which the Dual Track was designed, to 

preclude "Fraudulent Word" insertion. Conversely, the added randomizing functions have 

shortened the TRNG random initialization process. 

The ZK-Crypt III - MAC mode incorporates two types of feedback. The simple FB 

transfers the whole incoming word combined with the ciphers resultant mask and the 

previous word back into the cipher. The complex FB transposes the individual nibbles in 

the simple FB and combines them with the Super Tier's complex FB. The combination of 

the dual feedbacks ensures that tailored words sent into the MAC will affect, in a single 

round, many neighbouring bits both near and far making the calculation of the tailored 

false feedback impossible. See explanations and explicit proofs in Appendices C & D. 
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Declaration of Inventors/Submitters 

We are not only unaware of any algorithmic weaknesses, but we have enlisted external 

help and a new submitter to prove their non-existence. We believe that we have 

adequately immunized the ZK-Crypt against any known power measurement or radiation 

attack. We believe that the design is inherently immune to probing the inner workings of 

the ZK-Crypt hardware. Protecting keys and key loading is out of the scope of the 

eSTREAM contest, and methods for doing so are not included in this document. Note 

that Fortress hardware deployed and experienced key and secured process technology is 

an intrinsic part of the company's asset, and the source of a company slogan "if you want 

to keep a secret, don't know it". 

We know of no hidden weaknesses in the design of the ZK-Crypt III. We have designed 

the engine in good faith; have opened the design for review by experienced engineers in 

all phases of digital and cryptographic design, and cryptanalysts and security experts. We 

have not introduced backdoors, Trojan horses or other means that would allow us or 

anyone who learned the device to use such knowledge advantageously. Should we learn 

of any weakness, in the hardware or the protocol, we will make prompt amends.  
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Appendix A– Hybrid & Correlation Filters, Words- Repeated & Combined 

 

Diffusion – Correlation Immunity – Non-Linearity – Quality and Quantity  

In a well designed compact hardware solution modules with the highest level of 

diffusion, non-linearity and correlation immunity devices are most advantageous building 

blocks. A simple Measure of non-linearity is trivial; count the MAJ gates and the random 

permutation signals. Maintaining the quality of non-linearity is often illusive, and a cause 

of distinguishing features and biased output. A characteristic of all functions in the Word 

Manipulator is their "circularity" – with no end effects, typically seen in normal and 

modular multiplication.     

 

Debiasing, Diffusing, Delinearizing and Decorrelating in One Filter 

The following figure typifies ZK-Crypt proprietary hybrid diffusing, delinearizing, 

debiasing and decorrelating of - four scrambled near neighbor data bits; one permutation 

bit; and one feedback bit; into one output binary variable. The 32 bit hybrid filters, in 

similar configurations, are strategically placed before each of the Top, Intermediate and 

Bottom Store & XOR correlation immunizers. The top hybrid filter is found in the 4 Tier 

combiner of the Register Bank, and the other two precede the Intermediate and Bottom 

Store & XORs.  

M
A
J

 
Fig. 32HYBF- Combining, Diffusing, Correlation Immunizing & Debiasing in the Data Churn 

The Store & XOR cell serves as a classical correlation immunizer, while it doubles the 

number of variables in the output equations. The feedback bit, F(k,t), is a function of the 

"present output", so that it is stored to be output as F(k,t-1) on the next clock. In our 

analyses in the next section, we only "count" the diffusive variables appearing during a 

present clock cycle (1st degree), not the cumulative effect (higher degrees) from all of the 
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previous clock cycles. We will see that two clock cycles "down", every memory variable 

in the Word Manipulator's equations carries a "history" of all the previous variable 

values, starting from the cipher initialization. Note that Y(i,t) is a function of 11 variables. 

SPLASH PERMUTATION GENERATION MODULE

SEE FIG. 18 – SELF INITIALIZING FOR RANDOM NUMBER GENERATION 

ELSE, PART OF CONTROL UNIT INITIALIZING WORD 

FOR STREAM CIPHERING AND MESSAGE AUTHENTICATION MUST BE 

PART OF AN INITIALIZATION SEQUENCE
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Fig. 17TSM- Displacement & Hybrid Filtering between the Top Store & XORs in the Data Churn 

In Fig. 17TSM, each of the EVNN signals strongly biases every fourth MAJ gate output. 

The output of the MAJ filters therefore is an unbiased strongly correlated string. The 

XORed sum of two near Splash Matrix neighbor bits inputs an ENS string into the 

Hybrid Filter.  

The input to the Intermediate Store & XOR filter is a debiased string with a very slight 

residual correlation. The Intermediate Store & XOR filter typically reduces the residual 

correlation thereby generating a non-distinguishing Repeated Word merit number. 

In the following exaggerated examples, we show a variety of cases where biased bits 

(unbalanced ratio of '1's to '0's) are processed in 3 input MAJ filter and will compare 

them with the functioning of 2 and 3 input XOR gates, ubiquitous in the ZK-Crypt. We 

show why the MAJ gates often amplify imbalance, and when the comparable 3 input 

XOR gates may (or may not) serve to rectify syndromes caused by non-linearity. Then, 

we will show that if only one of the values is biased, the output is immediately unbiased 

by an XOR of the two samplings. We leave it to the reader to see that if biases are binary 

mirror symmetric (one bit is heavily biased to '1', and the complement bit is heavily 

biased to zero), the result is the same as for same positive bias on '1' and similarly 

negative biased on '0' on the second input. We also leave it to the reader to see how in a 

"symmetric" imbalance, the MAJ function may do a better job debiasing than the 

3 input XOR. 
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Non-linear components, and in many cases linear components develop syndromes that 

cause biased bits. Assume for simplicity, as in these embodiments, that two biased 

random (or pseudorandom) vectors are XORed together and that these biased vectors are 

then XORed again to other biased (or unbiased vectors). Note that in the following, in all 

cases, the bias is either theoretically reduced considerably or completely when combined 

in XOR gates. 

Example:  Two (0.7 to 0.3) Biased Input Generate a Less Biased Result  

       IN      PROBABILITIES     XORed to 0    XORed to 1 

 0⊕0  0.7         0.7      0.49              

 0⊕1  0.7 0.3     0.21   

 1⊕0  0.3 0.7     0.21   

 1⊕1  0.3 0.3  0.09  

Average XORed output – 58% '0's to 42% '1's, a 60% reduction of bias. 

and a second round- 

       IN      PROBABILITIES     XORed to 0    XORed to 1 

0⊕0  0.58 0.58    0.3364              

0⊕1  0.58   0.42       0.2436   

 1⊕0    0.42   0.58     0.2436   

1⊕1    0.42   0.42  0.1764  

with an average XORed output– 51.28% '0's to 48.72% '1's, an 85% bias reduction.  

 

An example that demonstrates our ideal- a biased variable XORed to an unbiased 

variable produces an unbiased result.  

Example of a biased bit XORed to an unbiased bit. 

          INPUT    PROBABILITY     XORed to 0  XORed to 1 

 0⊕0    0.7         0.5      0.35              

 0⊕1  0.7 0.5     0.35   

 1⊕0  0.3 0.5     0.15   

 1⊕1  0.3 0.5  0.15  

Average XORed output bit – 50% '0's to 50% '1's 

Proof: For a bias of ε, where one polarity, e.g., 0, has a probability of 0.5 + ε, the 

complement polarity would then be 0.5 - ε, where typical ε << 0.5. 

First polarity, e.g., '0', output for 0⊕ 0 and 1⊕ 1, would be the sum of a) and b):  

a) (0.5 + ε)(0.5 + ε) = 0.5
2
 + ε + ε

2
  

b) (0.5 - ε)(0.5 - ε) =    0.5
2
 - ε + ε

2
 

with an average bias of  0.5 + 2ε
2
. As ε << 0.5, 2ε

2
 << ε, for ε = 0.02 (a huge bias), 

2ε
2
 = 0.0008<< 0.02. (Note, ε is by definition less than 0.5, as 0.5 +  0.5 defines a 

probability of one, and there can only be a single polarity, '1' or '0'.) 
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Now we will compare the results of an exaggerated bias in a MAJ gate (3 input) to the 

same bias in a 3 input XOR, where all three inputs are heavily biased to zero, as before. 

 INPUT   PROBABILITIES       MAJ 0   MAJ 1    XOR 0  XOR 1 

0 0 0   0.7  0.7  0.7   0.343        0.343            

0 0 1  0.7 0.7 0.3  0.245    0.147 

0 1 0  0.7 0.3 0.7  0.105    0.105 

0 1 1  0.7 0.3 0.3   0.063  0.105  

1 0 0  0.3 0.7 0.7  0.105    0.105 

1 0 1  0.3 0.7 0.3   0.105  0.105  

1 1 0  0.3 0.3 0.7   0.405  0.405  

1 1 1  0.3 0.3 0.3   0.405   0.405 

With grossly disparate results:                             78.0%  21.6%   53.2% 46.8% 

The Majority function exaggerated the bias, whereas the 3 XOR function improved the 

results, as expected. 

A more interesting example occurs when one input is unbiased, and two other inputs are 

grossly biased – assuming that there is no correlation between the unbiased bit and the 

two biased bits. 

    INPUT  PROBABILITIES   MAJ 0  MAJ 1   XOR 0     XOR 1 

0 0 0  0.7 0.7 0.5  0.245       0.245            

0 0 1  0.7 0.7 0.5  0.245    0.245 

0 1 0  0.7 0.3 0.5  0.105    0.105 

0 1 1  0.7 0.3 0.5   0.105  0.105  

1 0 0  0.3 0.7 0.5  0.105    0.105 

1 0 1  0.3 0.7 0.5   0.105  0.105  

1 1 0  0.3 0.3 0.5   0.045  0.045  

1 1 1  0.3 0.3 0.5   0.045   0.045 

                                                                    70%    30%     50%      50% 

This seems to say, that no matter how many variables are XOR combined, the result will 

be as unbiased as the least biased, whereas the MAJ function will never remove bias from 

the same combination. Neither conjecture is true.  

See what happens to the MAJ if the bias to '1' is 0.7, 0.3, and 0.5 to the three input bits, 

respectively. 

Correlated unbiased inputs into XOR functions will typically produce outputs which are 

strongly biased;  

               e.g., 01010101  XORed to 01010101 will result in an all zero string.  
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In the next section we will observe the statistical efficacy of the three types of filtering 

media; i.e., the MAJ gate filter, the 3XOR gate filter, and the stalwart Store & XOR. 

 

Observations of the Efficacy of the Filtering Media in the ZK-Crypt 

We review recent results which led us to new observations on the significance of the 

Repeated Word, RW, 32 bit word tests and the counting of differentials.  

 

The theoretical average number of pairs of repeated 32 bit words, RWs, in 10 million 

perfectly random sampling of 32 bit words from a full set of all of the possible 2
32 

 32 bit 

words according to a Poisson calculation is 11,632 [16]. Exhaustive tests on the 

ZK-Crypt, RD5 and Linux number generators have shown that the Poisson estimate is 

slightly higher than should be expected. The ZK-Crypt filters have been judiciously 

chosen, and preclude use of the 32 bit Repeated Word measure to distinguish the 

ZK-Crypt, or to detect a distinguishing differential in any of the 32 bit state variables.   

 

All of our tests on 32 bit state variables produced averages which are well within the 

smallest Standard Deviations measured on any of the 3 "competing" number generators.  

 

We repeat previous Repeated Word, RW, results: 

 

Bernstein's Linux (probably a combination SHA-1 and RD4)  11,623 RWs. 

 

ZK-Crypt I         12,250 RWs,  

 

RC4           11,625 RWs. 

 

We conducted the following RW tests, to establish the efficacy of the combiners and 

permutations of the ZK-Crypt.  

 

We generated sequences, with biased and highly internally correlated operands, in an 

effort to maximise the correlation of successive outputs "good" Result sequences. By 

locking 3 of the 4 EVNN permutation signals to constant "1", we forced almost 75% of 

the output of the MAJ gates in the Top and Bottom Hybrid Splash Filters. As previously 

explained; without locking the permutation signals, the output of the MAJ filter is highly 

correlated. Using our standard RW test with 100 random RWs we achieved the following 

results. 

 

ZK-Crypt III (locked EVNNs)- the normal procedure Cipher Mask Result- 11,630 RWs, 

 

ZK-Crypt III (locked EVNNs)- 2 Mask Results XORed  Distance 1 - 11,634 RWs. 

     (where each new Result was the old t'th Result XORed to the old t+1'th Result) , 

 

ZK-Crypt III (locked EVNNs)- 2 Mask Results XORed  Distance 7 - 11,614 RWs. 

     (where each new Result was the old t'th Result XORed to the old t+7'th Result), 

 

This supports our lemma; "sampling only 'distanced' Results lowers the number of RWs".   
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The following intermediary results are revealing. 

 

ZK-Crypt III (locked EVNNs) Super Tier Cipher Feedback-  12,784 RWs, 

 the Super Tier Cipher feedback shows trace correlation,  

 

ZK-Crypt III (locked EVNNs) Lower Feedback (Sparse Aver 4 '1's)-     8,207,387 RWs, 

 almost all Lower Feedback words have less than 10 '1's;  

 

ZK-Crypt III (locked EVNNs) Super Tier concatenated nLFSRs out 11,638 RWs, 

 proves to be a good and necessary primitive despite the feedback; 

 

ZK-Crypt III (locked EVNNs) Top Tier concatenated nLFSRs out  11,640 RWs, 

 in the TMB sanctus sanctorum; 

 

ZK-Crypt III (locked EVNNs) Middle Tier concatenated nLFSRs out 11,630 RWs, 

 in the TMB sanctus sanctorum; 

 

ZK-Crypt III (locked EVNNs) Bottom Tier concatenated nLFSRs out 11,639 RWs, 

 in the TMB sanctus sanctorum; 

 

ZK-Crypt III (locked EVNNs) MAJ Filter output                                4,446,490 RWs. 

 with mostly strongly correlated '1's. 

 

 

Each of the locked EVNN tests was executed with a time consuming count of the '1's in 

each index bit of tested word, to detect differentials. Good RWs always pointed to words 

with no differentials. 

 

Conclusion:  

Trace internal correlations in word sequences are reduced by XORing said words with a 

sequence of highly biased internally correlated words which are not correlated to the 

word with trace internal correlations. 

 

Counting the number of '1's in individual binary variables of test words quantifies a 

differential, but may not detect correlations between bits in a word. 

  

RW tests are valuable for finding differentials and correlations in word sequences.  

 

The ZK-Crypt III architecture is very robust.  

 

Internal trace correlations typically generated about 1000 added RWs. 

 

It will be interesting to find a π such that if we chose one index bit in all of the generated 

words in a test; and then change generated '1's to '0's of the chosen indexed bit with a 

probability of π such that the aberrated sequence will generate about 1000 added RWs.  
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To the previous graph of the normal dispersions of words with a given number of '1's in 

the 32 bit words, we have added the skewed curve of the Top Hybrid MAJ filter output 

with 3 EVNN inputs locked on '1'. 

 

 

0

 
 

The above graph shows the distribution of words with 0 to 32 '1's in four classes of words 

in the Register Bank and Data Churn of the ZK-Crypt: 

 

1) Asymptotically approaching a "perfect" random distribution of all words with no 

internal correlation;  

2) Asymptotically approaching a "perfect" random distribution of all ENS (even 

number of '1's in a string) words with no internal correlation, equivalent to one 

flipped bit on half of the unconstrained occurrences;  

3) Where each set of every fourth bit randomly has the same '1' or '0' polarity in 75% 

of the samples; and 

4) Where one set of every fourth bit randomly has the same polarity 75% of the 

time; and the remaining three quarters of the bits are '1's in three quarters of the 

samples. 
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Observing Differential and Correlation Minimization Efficacy 

In the following MAC mode Repeated Word series of 10M generated sampling tests, the 

average number of RWs in the concatenated nLFSR outputs in all four Tiers of the 

Register Bank are virtually identical to the previous Locked EVNN Cipher mode results.  

 

Into the Top Hybrid MAJ gate filter, each of the four EVNN permutation signals 

simultaneously forces eight 2 of 3 majority gates' output with a probability 3/4 to be the 

same '1' or '0' value; i.e., there are four sets of 8 outputs which are internally related, 

wherein for 73.8% of the output words, 3 or 4 of the same EVNN related bits will have 

the same polarity ('1' or '0'); see Fig. 17TSM,  

 

therefore the following preponderance of RWs in the MAJ Filter output is easily 

understood; 

 

ZK-Crypt III (unlocked EVNNs) MAJ Filter output          1,803,545 RWs. 

 

There were no discerned differentials (tested by counting, and low RWs) on any indexed 

bit in the previous or on any of the other following tests.  

 

We assume that the non-correlated SuperMix and MAC Mix components of the Super 

Tier FB maintained the following good results from 

 

the Super Tier ENS (Even Number of "1"s String) Output in MAC mode 23,244 RWs; 

 the ENS equivalent to unconstrained 11,622 RWs with no differentials; 

 

which randomizes the output of the Register Bank input to the Top Store & XOR. 

 

The typically smaller number of RW output of the Top Store & XOR  11,619 RWs, 

         is to be expected.  

 

The XOR sums of the Top MAJ Filter, the Splash Matrix, its Image output to the;    

Top Hybrid Filter- decorrelating the highly correlated words generates 11,624 RWs; 

….. where the processes of causing internal correlations in words to minimalize 

correlations between intermediate states of the ZK-Crypt is repeated again where the 

output of the Bottom Store & XOR is the: 

Final Mask Result of        11,622 RWs. 
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Appendix B - Cipher and MAC Feedback Diffusion 

Diffusion in any stream cipher is intuitively important, as an attacker "looks up" from the 

cipher mask "into" a complexity of variables, where all he can see is a maze of wires 

going into each buffer. This may not be the simplicity that cryptanalysts like, where 

algebraic intractability is hard to prove. Each version of the ZK-Crypt generated 

improved statistical results, as we heuristically routed out causes of correlation and bias.  

In the second eSTREAM forum the invited speaker, Joan Daemen stressed the 

importance of maximum diffusion, paired with non-linearity. One might ask why the 

eSTREAM team paid less homage to intuition and experience. 

Massive diffusion is vital in Data Authentication as we want to be assured that any 

modification of a Message Word is indelibly recorded in a maximum number of 

variables. In the ZK-Crypt cipher standard initialization, the engine operates in MAC 

mode, where the IV words and part of the secret key are literally hashed into the engine, 

then hash scrambled increasing unpredictability.  

In the following section we demonstrate the immediate potential affect in the Register 

Bank, Data Churn and Result/Feedback Processor resulting from a single bit feedback 

change of polarity. This is most easily seen in MAC mode when one bit of a Message is 

changed, as it changes both feedback tracks. We show that each feedback bit affects 

(appears in the equations of) virtually every bit of the Cipher Mask, and typically well 

over 160 State Variables on a first cycle. We see that two cycles later, the completely 

diffused feedbacks assure that each bit in the 32 Bit Word Manipulator is a function of 

every other bit in the Manipulator. 

In Fig. 40RBKD we prove that a single false bit generates a set diffusion output pattern 

depending on the location of the changed bit in the nibble of the Message Word.   We 

show that a single changed bit in the Super Tier and Lower Feedback diffuses into 8 or 9 

affected output bits into the Top Store & XOR of the Data Churn. The same "corrupted" 

Message bit "rains down" corruption into the Top and Intermediate Store & XORs as 

shown in the following 5 configurations of the Splash Matrices. (In the software friendly 

non-standard configuration, the Splash Matrices are disabled, with slightly reduced 

diffusion, and considerably reduced confusion in the diffusion equations.)   

In the next section we summarize the diffusion caused by a change of one bit in the 

feedback source; e.g., the Message Word in a MAC/Hash or the Message Word in Steam 

Cipher initialization. We also summarize the diffusion of the Slip and EVNN signals and 

the jittering clocks which drive the Top, Middle and Bottom Tiers.  

In the last section we prove why the pattern of diffused bits emanating from the Register 

Bank differs in each of the four classes of Message bit. We make no attempt to analyze 

the statistics of each link; we leave that for a forthcoming algebraic study, which we 

estimate will show the intractability of solving the resulting equations. We limit ourselves 

to a graphic demonstration of the diffusion complexity, which we believe will increase 

the reader's confidence in the device. 
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A Summary of the Diffusion Case Studies  

The Diffusive Affect of a Single Bit Change in a Message Word via the Feedback 

Streams 

We define diffusion as the affect of a changed polarity of a feedback source bit or a 

permutation signal during one clock period on a chosen variable's input equation. We 

make no attempt to develop such equations, but assume that the reader will follow the 

graphics and realize how convoluted such equations would be if we include "historical" 

factors. In addition, the reader will immediately realize that after two more clock cycles, 

every variable in the Word Manipulator will carry a hidden history of every previous 

aberration.  At this point it is worthy to understand the multiplicative diffusive affect of 

the hybrid filter. In the Data Churn, as depicted below, 4 data bits and one permutation 

bit are spread into a single output bit. Conversely, every output bit is an immediate output 

of four previous data bit, each having an interesting "history" of its own. 

 

 

Fig.40HYDF- Filter Diffusion- Gray Arrows Show (LH) Linear and (RH) Non-Linear Diffusion 

 

Following is a summary of 30 case studies of graphically proven diffusion of randomly 

chosen bits. We show the results of the four classes of diffusion caused by the MAC MIX 

Super Tier Feedback Filter, the four displacements by each pair of Splash Matrices; and 

the simpler deterministic diffusion in the legacy software mode wherein the Splash 
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Matrices are disabled. The pattern of diffused bits emanating from the Register Bank into 

the TSX (Top Store & XOR) is only a function of the place of the changed bit in the 

Message nibble. Hence, we demonstrate the patterns generated by classes:  

FEX0 (Feedback Message Index ≡ 0 mod 4)  

FEX1 (Feedback Message Index ≡ 1 mod 4)  

FEX2 (Feedback Message Index ≡ 2 mod 4)  

FEX3 (Feedback Message Index ≡ 3 mod 4);  

           e.g., Index bit 19 ≡ 3 mod 4.  

The number of affected ISX (Intermediate Store & XOR) bits and the affected BSX 

(Bottom Store & XOR) bits is a function of the Splash Select, and the particular affected 

input bits.  

The reader will also notice that Splash selection configurations with the lowest probable 

numbers of additionally affected variables are D�A; C�D; and of course, D�D with 

the least probability of "adding" contributing variables. 

The graphic aids from which the summary is drawn help understanding the diffusion 

mechanism; they supply a reasonably good picture for estimating diffusion of the four 

tested bits in normal mode, and a perfect picture of diffusion for software legacy 

implementations wherein the Splash Matrices are disabled and near neighbors are "old" 

neighbors.  
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SINGLE CLOCK DIFFUSION AFFECT OF ONE CHANGED MESSAGE BIT INTO THE 

REG BANK, THE 3 STORE & XORS AND THE FEEDBACK & RESULT STORES 

TEST 
INPUT  

CONDITION 

AF 
REG 

BITS 

AF 
TSX 

BITS 

AF 
ISX  

BITS 

AF 
BSX 

BITS 

AF 
RES 

& FBs 

TOTAL 

AF 
BITS 

F1AB FEX1≡25mod4 4 10 32 32 96 174 

F1BC  4 10 25 32 96 167 

F1CD  4 10 26 32 96 168 

 F1DA  4 10 19 32 96 161 

F1DD  4 10 19 25 79** 137 

        

F2AB FEX2≡26mod4 4 9 23 32 96 164 

F2BC  4 9 24 32 96 165 

F2CD  4 9 26 30 92 161 

F2DA  4 9 21 32 96 162 

F2DD  4 9 21 27 84** 145 

        

F3AB* FEX3≡23mod4 4 9 22 32 96 163 

F3BC*  4 9 21 32 96 162 

F3CD  4 9 20 27 84** 144 

F3DA*  4 9 23 32 96 164 

F3DD  4 9 23 29 88** 153 

        

F0AB* FEX0≡20mod4 4 10 24 32 96 156 

F0BC*  4 10 25 32 96 157 

F0CD 
eg C�D SPLASH 

SEL 
4 10 20 27 84** 145 

 
F0DA* 

 4 10 19 30 91** 151 

F0DD  4 10 19 25 79** 137 

** The Super Tier Feedback Store output is the XOR sum of the 8 bit rotated 

SUPERMIX output and the unrotated MAC MIX output.  

Formal graphic drawings not included for the particular test case. 
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Diffusive Affect of Uncorrelated Random Controller Signals on the Manipulator 

The following Slip diffusion generation diagrams with the summary picture the potential 

diffusive affects of both the Left and Right Slip signals. Note that the combination of 

aberrating bits that are diffused into the Top Store & XOR are dependent on which Tier 

Images are XORed to their tier nLFSR outputs, only; i.e., which TOP, MID and/or BOT 

BROWN signals are activated. Those diffused bits are displaced and their activity is 

regulated by the Splash Matrix selection in the normal (hardware) mode of operation. In 

the software legacy mode, wherein the matrices are disabled there is no pseudo random 

displacement and the quantitative effect is notably reduced. Slip pulses are pseudo 

randomly generated by each of the three Control Units in the Random Controller. Each 

unit emits a pseudorandom pulse on the average of once in 9.5 clock cycles (evenly 

distributed from 4 to 15). Two pseudorandom unbiased variables (the das signal and an 

internal Control Unit signal) toggle the Control Unit random up counter signal 

designating the Slip as Left or Right Slip. It is less likely, that two or three units generate 

a Left or Right or Left and Right Slip signal simultaneously. The Left (Right) Slip signal 

potentially changes the polarity of all of the Left (Right) nLFSRs One to Many nLFSR 

feedback taps. An nLFSR in a tier that is not clocked will not be affected by either the 

Left or Right Slip pulse generated during the unclocked period.  

In each tier of the following two diagrams, we see that a '1' input into a tap changes the 

"expected" polarity of the input into the designated cell. The 1 bit left rotated Top Tier 

Image is actively XORed by the TOP BROWN signal to the output of the Top Tier's 

nLFSRs. Likewise, 3 bit rotation to the Mid Tier, and 5 bit rotation of the Bot Tier's 

Image. The four additional activating aberrating B bits affect the three tier MAJ filter's 

output equations, but leave no trace of the Brown permutated images in the Register 

Bank.  

The three tiers' indexed output bits are input into a MAJ filter – the output of which is 5 

bit Right rotated, and again XORed to the MAJ filter output. Thereby, in both the Left 

and Right Slip cases, the slip affects an additional 5 variables in the Top Store & XOR.    

The following depicts the affects of a Left Slip. This affect is uncorrelated to the affects 

of a Right Slip pulse. The Slip pulses are '1's which simultaneously change polarity (flip) 

data in nLFSRs. The "B"'s represent the additional bits caused by the Rotated Images. 
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Fig. 40SLIPL- The Left Slip Affect on the Left Hand TMB nLFSRs and the Rotated Images (B)   

 

Note, the Super Tier's nLFSRs are not affected by the Random Controller's Slip pulses. 

The following diagram demonstrates, similarly, the affects of the Right Slip pulses on the 

TOP, MID and BOT Register Bank tiers. 

Fig. 40SLIPR- The Right Slip Affect on the Right Hand TMB nLFSRs and the Rotated Images (B)   

 

The following table summarizes the number of Slip affected (in the equations of) 

memory variables in the 32 Bit Word Manipulator which includes the Register Bank, the 

Data Churn with the Top, Mid and Bot Store & XORs, and the Result/Feedback 

Processor (includes the Result and two Feedback Stores). 

In the first column of affected bits in the Register Bank, the first bold figure (e.g., 21/34) 

signifies the number of memory variables affected (cells in nLFSRs), whereas the second 

figure designates the number of the Image bits/3 Tier Combiner's MAJ filter inputs 

affected. All other figures relate to state (memory) variables only. Of the 320 state 

variables in the 32 Bit Word Manipulator, at least 204 are affected by either the Left or 

Right Slip signals. 
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SINGLE CLOCK DIFFUSION AFFECT OF LEFT AND RIGHT SLIPS ON THE REGISTER 
BANK, THE 3 STORE & XORs (T, I & BSXs), AND THE FB & RESULT STORES 

  

 LEFT SLIP       

SPLASH 

CONFIG 

INPUT  

CONDITION 

AF 
REG 

BITS 

AF 
TSX 

BITS 

AF ISX  

BITS* 

AF BSX 

BITS* 

AF 
RES 

& FBs* 

TOTAL 

AF BITS 

A�B 
SPLASH 
ACTIVE 

21/34 25 32 32 96 206 

B�C "             " 21/34 25 32 32 96 206 

C�D "             " 21/34 25 32 32 96 206 

D�A "             " 21/34 25 30 32 96 204 

D�D NO SPLASH  21/34 25 30 32 96 204 

        

 RIGHT SLIP       

SPLASH 

CONFIG 

INPUT  

CONDITION 

AF 
REG 

BITS 

AF 
TSX 

BITS 

AF ISX  

BITS* 

AF BSX 

BITS* 

AF 
RES 

& FBs* 

TOTAL 

AF BITS 

A�B 
SPLASH 
ACTIVE 

24/41 25 32 32 96 209 

B�C "             " 24/41 25 32 32 96 209 

C�D "             " 24/41 25 32 32 96 209 

D�A "             " 24/41 25 29 32 96 206 

        

D�D NO SPLASH  24/41 25 29 32 96 206 

        

 

In the following table we record the diffusive affect of the pseudorandom clocking of the 

Top, Mid and Bot (TMB) Tiers, and the EVNN signals that regulate the MAJ filters in 

the Data Churn.  

 

Each of the TMB Tiers is clocked an average of close to 90% of the Host initiated 

Primary Clocks. (The Super Tier is clocked on every Primary Clock pulse.) Each of the 

EVNN signals equals '1' with a probability of 0.5. 
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THE AFFECT (IN EQUATIONS OF STATE VARIABLES) OF THE 

PSEUDORANDOM TOP, MID AND BOT TIER CLOCKS AND THE FOUR 
EVNN CONTROL SIGNALS 

 
CLOCK 
SIGNALS 

      

CLOCK 
INPUT  

CONDITION 

AF 
REG 

BITS 

AF 
TSX 

BITS 

AF ISX  

BITS 

AF 
BSX 

BITS 

AF 
RES 

& FBs 

TOTAL 

AF BITS 

TOP 
2or3 CLK 
ACTIVE 

32 32 32 32 96 224 

MIDDLE "         " 32 32 32 32 96 224 

BOTTOM "         " 32 32 32 32 96 224 

        

 
4 EVNN 
SIGNALS 

      

SPLASH 

CONFIG 

INPUT  

CONDITION 

AF 
REG 

BITS 

AF 
TSX 

BITS 

AF ISX  

BITS 

AF 
BSX 

BITS 

AF 
RES 

& FBs 

TOTAL 

AF BITS 

A�B* 
ALL (TOP 
MIDDLE   

0 0 32 32 96 160 

B�C*      BOTTOM   0 0 32 32 96 160 

C�D* 
      & 4th 

TOGGLE)        
0 0 32 32 96 160 

D�A*     EVNNs   0 0 32 32 96 160 

D�D* "                    " 0 0 32 32 96 160 

        

The diffusion pattern generation caused by changed feedback bit starts in the 

Result/Feedback Process of the Word Manipulator. Two orthogonal feedback tracks are 

XOR summed into the 4 tiers of the Register Bank. The Lower Feedback words are XOR 

summed into the TMB (Top, Middle & Bottom) Tiers, effective only when a particular 

tier is clocked (each tier is affected close to 90% of the primary clock periods). The 

Lower Tier has a non-linear sparse feedback in Cipher mode of operation, and is the less 

relevant diffusion, as the important Lower Feedback effect occurs in MAC mode when 

secret keys and IVs are loaded as Message Words. In MAC mode the Lower Tier 

feedback is the XOR sum of the Present and Previous Result. The Result is the XOR sum 

of the Cipher Mask and a Message Word. A changed index positioned bit in the Message 

Word is reflected in the same changed index position in the Lower Feedback.  

The Super Tier Feedback is XOR summed into the Super Tier, effective at every Host 

transmitted Primary Clock. The Super Tier Feedback is the XOR sum of the output of the 
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SuperMIX transformation of internal Data Churn variables and the output of the MAC 

MIX transformation of the Present Result. The MAC MIX simply reverses the bits in 

each of the 8 nibbles of the Result Word. If the bit is in the 0 (0 mod 4, e.g., 16 ≡ 0 mod 

4) position it is displaced into the 3 mod 4 position; e.g., the leftmost value becomes the 

rightmost value in the nibble. Likewise the 1 position bit moves to the 2 position, the 2 

position bit into the 1 position bit place, and the rightmost bit becomes the leftmost 0 

position bit. 

Assuming bit index 17 is changed, the Top, Middle and Bottom Tier cells index 17 may 

each be changed (one of the three may not be clocked). As 17≡1 mod 4, the changed bit 

in the Super Tier feedback will be index 18. The Super Tier Image is a 7 Left Rotate 

transformation of the Super Tier's nLFSR outputs. Therefore two output bits, 18 and 11 

would be affected in the Super Tier.  

Index bit 17 in the TMBs would potentially result in changed bits 17, 16, 14, and 12 

being input into the MAJ combiner. The output of the MAJ combiner is XORed to its 5 

bit Right rotated Image. The 3 Tier Combiner would therefore potentially have changed 

bits in positions 12, 14, 16, 17, 19, 21 and 22. The final XOR sum of aberrations, 

including the Super Tier's output, potentially would affect bits 11, 12, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 

21 and 22; i.e. 9 out of the 32 bits in the 4 Tier Combiner output word. In Fig. 40RBKD 

the patterns are formally developed. The labelled output patterns appear as inputs into the 

Top Store & XOR in the graphic demonstrations of diffusion in the next section.  
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Fig. 40RBKD- Register Bank Diffusion Patterns  
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Studies of Data Churn Diffusion Caused by the 4 Patterns of Register Bank Output 

In this section we see the explicit cases of how the four Classes of Super Tier Feedback 

cause intrinsically different patterns of diffusion into and from the Top Store & XOR (as 

summarized in the previous section). Subsequent scrambled correlation is shown to be 

further camouflaged by the pseudorandom selection of the Splash Matrix selection pairs 

in the standard mode. (A definite loss of diffusion is caused by a disabling of the bit 

displacement Splash Matrices. 

The graphic aids in Fig. 40DIFS are used in the following graphic case studies. Note 

again, we are only making a quantitative evaluation, without grading illusive 

probabilities. Such instances as was or wasn't a BROWN or Splash Select permutation 

active; or that a '1' and/or a '0' variable input into a MAJ filter can affect output 

depending on the other two inputs, whereas a '1' value always affects the output of an 

XOR gate.  

 

Fig.  40DIFS Symbols Used in Graphic Proofs of Diffusion  
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Fig.  401A�B Data Churn Diffusion, Group 1 mod 4  Splash Select Matrix A to Matrix B 

Fig.  401B�C Data Churn Diffusion, Group 1 mod 4  Splash Select Matrix B to Matrix C 
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Fig.  401C�D Data Churn Diffusion, Group 1 mod 4  Splash Select Matrix C to Matrix D 

Fig.  401D�A Data Churn Diffusion, Group 1 mod 4  Splash Select Matrix D to Matrix A 
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Fig.  401D�D Data Churn Diffusion, Group 1 mod 4  Splash Matrices Disabled (D�D) 

Fig.  402A�B Data Churn Diffusion, Group 2 mod 4  Splash Select Matrix A to Matrix B 
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Fig.  402B�C Data Churn Diffusion, Group 2 mod 4  Splash Select Matrix B to Matrix C 

Fig.  402C�D Data Churn Diffusion, Group 2 mod 4  Splash Select Matrix C to Matrix D 
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Fig.  402D�A Data Churn Diffusion, Group 2 mod 4  Splash Select Matrix D to Matrix A 

 

Fig.  402D�A Data Churn Diffusion, Group 2 mod 4  Splash Matrices Disabled (D�D) 
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Fig.  403C�D Data Churn Diffusion, Group 3 mod 4  Splash Select Matrix C to Matrix D 

Fig.  403D�D Data Churn Diffusion, Group 3 mod 4  Splash Select Matrix C to Matrix C 
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Fig.  400C�D Data Churn Diffusion, Group 0 mod 4 Splash Select Matrix C to Matrix D 

Fig.  400D�D Data Churn Diffusion, Group 0 mod 4 Splash Matrices Disabled (D�D) 

Conclusion- Each of the unique functions of the ZK-Crypt III contributes to massive first degree diffusion.
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Appendix C- Precluded Fraudulent Data Authentication Attack in Single Track ZK-Crypt II [15]. 

 
Although the ZK-Crypt II has been replaced by the ZK-Crypt III, understanding ZK-Crypt II's attack 

modified message repulsion mechanism is useful to fathoming the complete proof of the impossibility 

of even partial control of the engine with a series of modified Messages.  

 

A (Repulsed) Attack Regime in the Data Authentication Function 
The classic attack on a MAC algorithm is simple. Flip bits in a Message in one clocked cycle and then in a 

subsequent clock cycle flip the same index bit – it can happen that the second flipped bit will reconcile the 

falsified bit; without leaving a trace in any of the engine variables. Attacking the ZK-Crypt is more 

complicated, as the attacker is shooting at a moving target; the clocked tiers in the Register Bank that are 

falsified, right shift one cell at every clock. If the attacker complements bit(s) in a shift register, she must 

reconcile the bit(s) a cycle (or a small number of cycles) later in the new shifted position.  

 

An attack of this type on the ZK-Crypt is successful if all three of the following conditions can be met: 

a) (one) falsified bit(s) complemented Message Word can be inserted followed by a second 

reconciliation (falsified bits tailored to new position re-complemented) Message Word in a way that 

a following sequence of Messages can be contrived that will reconciliate all falsified bits in the 

device, thereby assuring that a true tag can be generated. 

b) the adversary can choose a likely candidate Message Word to falsify and subsequently generate an 

auspicious word containing only bits that will not cause subsequent propagation of false signals into 

the Random Controller, or leave traces (irreconcilable falsified bits) in the Register Bank, the Data 

Churn or the Result/Feedback Processor. 

c) after generation of the first falsifying/reconciling Message Word pair (or short sequence), 

subsequent Message Words can be generated which cause valid feedback (the same feedback 

sequence generated in the original Message string digest) to first reconcile and then maintain 

components that normally retain "historical evidence of false words" (the Store & XORs) in a valid 

condition, so that at the end of the Message Word string digest the binary variables will be in the 

true unextended condition and can generate a true Tag. 

 

The attacker has the best chance of success, if she reconciles the falsified bit(s) on the immediately 

following clock cycle. For example, assume that she has falsified the LS bits in the Register Bank, and she 

waited 16 cycles to insert a reconciling word. On the 12th cycle the falsified bit would have corrupted the 

Top Left nLFSR as the moving false bit corrupted the MS nLFSR feedback bit; on the 14th cycle it would 

have corrupted the Bottom Left nLFSR; and on the 15th cycle it would have corrupted the Left Super Tier 

nLFSR. It is also mandatory that the corrupted tiers shift together for the reconciliation bit to be able to 

recomplement all falsified bits. The same tiers rarely rotate together for more than 5 consecutive Primary 

Clock cycles. 

 

Most Message Words are valid candidates to enable two step falsifying and rectification of the Register 

Bank without affecting the Random Controller in the ZK-Crypt II. In the two step sequence, up to 28 bits of 

candidate words can be falsified without complementing the MS (internal feedback bits) of the Register 

Bank nLFSRs. Many combinations of the 27 or 28 candidate bits may cause irreconcilable disruption of the 

Splash Selector sequence. In this analysis, we assume that the adversary has chosen a most auspicious word 

that will corrupt the Register Bank, the Data Churn and the Result Store, on the first cycle, and reconcile the 

Register Bank on the next cycle. (We want to prove, later, that even if she "guessed" the best of all possible 

words, the attack will not work.)  

 

The ZK-Crypt II feedback tracks are linear. In MAC mode, a complemented bit in a valid Message Word 

complements the same indexed bit in the clocked tiers of the Register Bank two clock cycles later. (Flipped 

Message Word bits are inserted into the Feedback Store, on the next clock. Two clocks later the flipped bits 

affect the Register Bank and the Data Churn.) Only tiers that are clocked are affected by feedback. For 

simplicity we assume that all four Tiers are clocked together. If the i'th bit is complemented, at the next 
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clock the i'th bit is shifted into the i+1'th cell(s). As the complemented bit is shifted into the i+1'th cell, it 

can simultaneously be re-complemented by a false complemented feedback bit in the next clock cycle. In 

this most efficient method, the second false reconciling Message Word reconciles the Register Bank 

immediately.  

 

In Fig. Appx-1 we show the process of falsifying and reconciling a single moving bit. T denotes true binary 

values, and symbol FFFF signifies false bit values.      

 

 
Fig. Appx-1[15]: Reconciling the Falsely Complemented Register Bank 

 

At clock interval j+1, the i'th bit of the superimposing feedback word is FFFF, false, ready to be XOR 

summed with the i-1'th true, T, bits in the tiers' shift registers so that at the j+2'th clock cycle the i'th bit 

of the four tiers will be FFFF. We assume for simplicity that all tiers are clocked (will shift together and accept 

the superimposed feedback bits) simultaneously. The only constraint is that false Message feedback bits are 

generated to the same combination of clocked (shifting) TMB Tiers. 

 

At clock interval j+2, the i+1'th bit of the superimposing feedback word is FFFF, false, ready to be XOR 

summed with the i'th false, FFFF , bit in the tiers' shift registers so that at the j+3'th clock cycle the i+1'th bit 

of the four tiers will be T. Recall that  FFFF ⊕    FFFF  = T. 

  

Up to 28 bits may be complemented and reconciled in a Message, under auspicious circumstances, e.g., if 

the MS bit of a feedback shift register, an nLFSR, is complemented; it uniquely falsifies one nLFSR in the 

Register Bank in a way that defies reconciliation. If the MS bit of all tiers is complemented, four nLFSRs 

will be uniquely falsified; and all four uniquely falsified nLFSRs must be reconciled in a subsequent clock 

cycle. As all falsified feedback words can not be simultaneously reconciled, the attack fails. 

  

In Fig. Appx-2, MAC feedback, LFBj, generated at cycle j affects the j+2'th output of RBC, the output of 

the Register Bank Combiner. Single complemented feedback bits complement two to four bits in the RBC 

output, because of the XORed projected Images of the tiers.    

 

A single complemented feedback bit in the Data Churn, as it descends down, diffuses with other bits and 

appears in the binary equations of between 20 and 28 bits of the Cipher Mask [zk-ccc Appx A] at the next 

clock.  

 

At the j+1'th clock, if there are any false bits in a Register Bank nLFSRs, with a very high level of 

probability the RBC output will be false. This is an assumption, which has no effect on the ultimate success 

or failure of the attack. At the j+2'th and subsequent clocks, if the Register Bank is true, and the Random 

Controller is not corrupted, the RBC word is deterministically true.  If at any x'th clock the generated 

feedback is false, at the x+2'th clock, the Top, Intermediate and Bottom Store & XORs outputs, TSX, ISX, 

and CIP are, in all probability, false. This is another assumption, which has no effect on the success or 

failure of the attack. We know that a first falsifying word leaves a trace in at least three nLFSRs, and in at 
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least two of the three Data Churn Stores & XORs. This knowledge has no effect on the success or failure of 

the attack. We know that the Result Store is deterministically corrupted when a Previous Result is false. We 

will prove that if valid feedback is generated after insertion of a first false Message Word or Words in the 

sequence, subsequent Result Store values cannot be reconciled. 

 

The Bottom Store & XOR output is the Cipher Mask, CIP, in the Result/Feedback Processor.  

 

As we will show that the adversary can generate true feedback from the j+2'th clock onward, and that if the 

adversary has initiated the attack with auspicious false Message Words, we can assume that the Random 

Controller will generate true clock and permutation signals for the duration of the attack. Now, we can 

rightfully assume that the attack only affects the Data Churn, Register Bank and the Result/Feedback 

Processor, and that the Adversary's only device for implementing the attack is insertion of false Message 

Words in the sequence.    

 

Aberrations from the j+1'th clocked Message Word, MESj, appear in the outputs of the j+3 Cipher 

Mask, CIP2. (One clock delay waiting to be clocked into the Feedback Store- a second one clock delay 

waiting to be clocked into the tiers.) 

 

If the adversary chose a word that caused an original false feedback from the Top Splash Displacement 

Matrix' filter; the Splash Selector, at a given clock cycle, may, with a less than 0.5 probability be in a valid 

state, and the attack process may succeed to proceed to the next step, or may not be in a valid state and the 

attack process will return to a previous state. In most instances, the Register Bank will be in a true state, and 

the attack process may continue. If the attack cannot continue, the attack has failed, and needs no further 

proof. We will always allow the attack to continue until we can prove that the attack is futile, and can 

subsequently prove that a valid Tag value cannot be generated with any reasonable chance of success.    

  

In MAC mode the CIPHER/MAC MUX, outputs the MAC feedback on LFB. A MAC feedback on cycle x, 

LFBx, is the XORed sum of the Present Result, NWRx and the stored Previous Result, PVRx.  

LFBx = NWRx  ⊕  PVRx =  CIPx ⊕ MESx ⊕  CIPx-1⊕ MESx-1. 
          Generated FB                 Present Result NWR   Previous Result PVR  

 

Each Result is the XORed sum of the Cipher Mask and the Message Word. An adversary has one degree of 

freedom, the "Present" Message Word. He can change the MESx word to reconcile the LFBx feedback to a 

known value, compensating for any aberrations in any of the other three words.  

 

An Attempted Fraudulent Message Word Attack on the ZK-Crypt II:  
In the following section we outline a Message modification attack, where the MAC adversary must input a 

series of false Message Words, MESj+x, according to the following equation, to be compliant with the 

classic attack.  

MESj+x =  CIPj+x ⊕ LFBj+x ⊕  CIPj+x-1⊕ MESj+x-1 where j>2, x≥0 and LFBj+x is known or 

successfully guessed. 

 

We show how the Message Words serve to contrive the LFB feedback words. In all cases the feedback is a 

fixed value. The first two feedback words falsify and reconciliate, and all following feedback words must be 

the original true feedback word, in order to sustain the Register Bank in a valid state. In each case, one or a 

combination of more than one of the variables is provably invalid. In all cases, a Message Word can 

compensate, in order to generate valid feedback.  
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Fig. Appx-2[15]: The ZK-Crypt II Feedback Strategy   (ZK-Crypt III enhancements in light gray) 

 

 

 

 

Start– All is well– the Engine is in a valid state– The Register Bank BNKj is true, therefore RBCi is true. 

Top Store out TSXj is true; Intermediate Store output ISXi is true; Bottom Store output, CIPj, is true. 

The Message Word = MESj is true; the Present Result = NWRj is true;  

     the Previous Result = PRVi is true; the generated & Stored Feedback LFBj=LWMj and 

     LFBDj are true original "historic" values.  

 

We denote- 

1) All false or most probably false variable words are designated in Bold, e.g., CIPj+1. We underline 

provably false variables, e.g., MESj+1. 

2) Often we cannot prove that a single word variable is false (or true), but we can prove that the 

expression is false, where we underline the expression, e.g.,  CIPx⊕ MESx. 

 

Step I – The Adversary contrives an auspicious falsifying Message Word, MESj+1, wherein between 

   1 and 28 bits have been auspiciously complemented as described above. 

       The generated feedback is false- 

LFBj+1 = CIPj+1⊕ MESj+1⊕CIPj⊕ MESj, and the other relevant variables- 
Generated Feedback      Present Result        Previous Result  

LFBDj+1,BNKj+1, RBCj+1, TSXj+1, ISXj+1; CIPj+1 are true. 

The first false feedback is "waiting to" be stored  in Feedback Store LFBD.  

 

Step II – The adversary calculates a second reconciling Message Word, MESj+2 that generates Feedback 

to complement the one-bit-rotated to the right fraudulent bits that will be in the Register Bank, two 

clocks hence.  

  The reconciliation word will rectify the Register Bank (true state)-in another 2 steps. See Fig. Appx-1. 

   The generated feedback- 
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LFBj+2 = CIPj+2⊕ MESj+2⊕CIPj+1⊕ MESj+1 is false other relevant variables- 
Generated Feedback      Present Result        Previous Result  

We know from Fig. Appx-1 that LFBj+2 is false, if it must rectify false bits from  MESj+1. 

We know that at least one false bit in MESj+2 reconciles the left most false bit in PRVj+1 and one right 

most bit MESj+2 is necessary to complement the new false rightmost position bit the Register Bank. 

(See later examples showing generation of Message Words that satisfy LWM1-) 

 LWMi=(NWRi⊕PVRi)= (CIPi⊕MESi) ⊕ (CIPi-1⊕MESi-1). 

BNKj+2, RBCj+2, TSXj+2, ISXj+2; CIPj+2 are still true; and, 

LFBDj+2 is false as LFBj+1 was false. 

LFBDj+2 is "waiting" to falsely complement the Register Bank and the Data Churn.  

LFBj+2 is "waiting" to follow LFBDj+2 to reconcile the Register Bank to a true value. 

 

Step III – In the following steps a MAC adversary must guess words (MESes) that will compensate for a 

false Previous Result and/or a false Cipher Mask. 

In this step, LFBDj+2 is XORed into the BNK and Data Churn, thereby corrupting-  

BNKj+3, RBCj+3, TSXj+3, ISXj+3, & CIPj+3  -  (TSXj+3 and ISXj+3 were corrupted   

by  LFBDj+2 ). 

The generated feedback- 

LFBj+3 = (CIPj+3⊕ MESj+3)⊕(CIPj+2⊕ MESj+2) is true.  
Generated Feedback      Present Result        Previous Result  

Actually, we proved that the Previous Result was false, therefore the Present Result must be false. In 

which case either CIPj+3 or  MESj+3 is false or both are false.   

   LFBDj+3 is false as LFBj+2 was false.  

LFBDj+3 is "waiting" to reconcile the variables in the Register Bank to a true state.  

LFBj+3 is "waiting" with true Feedback, to "sustain" the Register Bank in a true state. 

 

Step IV – In this step, reconciling feedback is XORed into the Register Bank, thereby recovering all 

Register Bank variables into a true state. The reconciling feedback further corrupts the Data Churn. The 

Register Bank Combiner is now true. The MAC adversary will continue guessing compensating words 

to generate "historic" original Feedback. The Combiner output is "waiting" to help reconcile the Top 

Store & XOR's memory. There is an increasingly lower probability of reconciliation if this step is 

delayed. The longest delay possible is 12 clock cycles; else one (moving) false bit will corrupt one 

nLFSR MS bit.    

Steps III & IV can theoretically be a multi-step process that can be repeated, as described in the text.   

 TSXj+4, ISXj+4, & CIPj+4 are still false, with a probability asymptotally approaching one. 

 BNKj+4, RBCj+4 are now true. 

 

The generated feedback- 

LFBj+4 = (CIPj+4⊕ MESj+4) ⊕ (CIPj+3 ⊕ MESj+3). is "once" again true. 
Generated Feedback      Present Result             Previous Result  

             the Message Word MESj+4 probably compensates three false variables. 

We proved that the Previous Result was false, therefore the Present Result must be false. In which 

case either CIPj+4 or  MESj+4 is false or both are false.   

   LFBDj+4 is true as LFBj+3 was true.  

LFBDj+4 is "waiting" to sustain the variables in the Register Bank in a true state.  

LFBj+4 is also "waiting" with true Feedback to sustain the Register Bank in a true state. 

True RBCj+4, and true feedback are waiting to reconcile the Top Store & XOR. 

 

Step V – In this step true sustaining feedback is XORed into the Register Bank. The true feedback will not 

adversely affect the corrupted variables in the Data Churn. True feedback and true RBC XORed into the 

Top Store & XOR cause TSX to be true. ISXj+5 and CIPj+5 states remain false with a probability of 

close to one. The MAC adversary will continue guessing compensating words to generate "historic" 
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true original Feedback. The Combiner output is "waiting" to help reconcile the Intermediate Store & 

XOR's memory.  

 ISXj+5 & CIPj+5 are still false with a probability of close to 1. 

 BNKj+5,RBCj+5, & TSXj+5 are now provably true. 

 

The generated feedback- 

LFBj+5 = (CIPj+5 ⊕ MESj+5) ⊕(CIPj+4 ⊕ MESj+4). The feedback LFB is again true.  
Generated Feedback      Present Result        Previous Result  

                 The Message Word  again with a probability close to 1 compensates three false variables. 

We proved that the Previous Result was false and we define the feedback as true, therefore the 

Present Result must be false. In which case either CIPj+5 or  MESj+5 is false or both are false.   

   LFBDj+5 is true as LFBj+4 was true.  

LFBDj+5 is "waiting" to sustain the variables in the Register Bank in a true state.  

LFBj+5 is also "waiting" with true Feedback to sustain the Register Bank in a true state. 

  

Step VI – If the j+6'th Splash Select is false, Step VI will fail. (We assume a poorly chosen  

                     falsifying Message Word.) 

 

In this step true sustaining feedback is again XORed into the Register Bank. The true feedback will not 

adversely affect the Data Churn. True feedback and true RBC & TSX are XORed into the Intermediate 

Store & XOR, such that the ISX is now true. The CIPj+6 state is still probably false with a probability 

of close to 1. The MAC adversary will continue guessing compensating words to generate "historic" 

true original Feedback. The RBC output is "waiting" to help reconcile the CIP.  

 CIPj+6 is still false with a probability of close to 1. 

 BNKj+6,RBCj+6, TSXj+6 & ISXj+6 are now true. 

 

The generated feedback- 

LFBj+6 = (CIPj+6 ⊕ MESj+6) ⊕ (CIPj+5 ⊕ MESj+5) is again true. 
Generated Feedback      Present Result        Previous Result  

the Message Word  again probably compensates three false variables. 

We proved that the Previous Result was false, therefore the Present Result must be false. In which case 

either CIPj+6 or  MESj+6 is false or both are false.   

LFBDj+6 is true as LFBj+5 was true.  

LFBDj+6 is "waiting" to sustain the variables in the BNK in a true state.  

LFBj+6  is also "waiting" with true feedback to continue sustaining the BNK in a true state. 

 
Step VII – In this step true sustaining feedback is again XORed into the Register Bank. The true feedback 

will not adversely affect the Data Churn. True feedback and true RBC,TSX &ISX are XORed into the 

Bottom Store & XOR, such that the CIPj+7's state is now true. The adversary has probably had to guess 

four compensating Message Words, and has been able to reconcile both the Register Bank and the Data 

Churn. This step removes all traces of a falsified Cipher Mask in the contrived true LFB feedback 

equation. 

 BNKj+7,RBCj+7, TSXj+7, ISXj+7, & CIPj+7 are all true. 

The generated feedback- 

LFBj+7 = CIPj+7 ⊕ MESj+7 ⊕ (CIPj+6 ⊕ MESj+6)is again true. 
Generated Feedback      Present Result        Previous Result  

as the Cipher Mask is true, and the Previous Result is false, the new Message Word MESj+7 is 

provably false, if we are to sustain the Register Bank and Data Churn in a true state.   

   LFBDj+7 is true as LFBj+6 was true.  

 

Step VIII – Now - 

 BNKj+8,RBCj+8, TSXj+8, ISXj+8 & CIPj+8 are all true. 
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The generated feedback- 

LFBj+8 = CIPj+8 ⊕ MESj+8 ⊕  CIPj+7 ⊕ MESj+7 is again true. 
Generated Feedback      Present Result         Previous Result  

 

We assume that the adversary could continue guessing the illusive Message Word that would generate valid 

feedback. The Register Bank would be true, and the present and previous Cipher Masks would be true; e.g., 

CIPj+x and CIPj+x-1 would be true, x>8.  

 

All equations, after Step VIII would have the same form: 

 LFBj+x = CIPj+x ⊕ MESj+x ⊕  CIPj+x-1 ⊕ MESj+x-1 where x > 8. 
 Generated Feedback   Present Result           Previous Result  

 

Note that if the j+8'th Message Word, MESj+8,were true (the real original j+8'th Message Word), then 

MESj+7 would also have to have been true, and each Previous Result up to the j+2'th Previous Result would 

have had to be true. As we defined the j+1'th Message and Result to be false, we prove that from Step VII, 

all Message Words must be false to sustain the Register Bank and Data Churn in a valid state.  

 

Said differently, we have proved that an adversary can reconciliate the Register Bank and the Data Churn. 

From Step IV to Step VII, we can only prove that the Previous Result is false. From Step VII, we prove that 

both the Previous Result and the Message Word are false, if we are to sustain the Register Bank in a true 

state.  

 

The T'th Message Word should be a meaningful Tail not a random MEST, necessary to compensate for false  

MEST-1. 

LFBT = CIPT ⊕ MEST ⊕  CIPT-1 ⊕ MEST-1 where T > j+7. 
Generated Feedback   Present Result      Previous Result  

 

A true Tail word would obviously have generated:  

LFBT = CIPT ⊕ MEST ⊕  CIPT-1 ⊕ MEST-1, a false feedback; 

Remember, the feedback corrupts the Word Manipulator 2 clock cycles later. Therefore this would 

corrupt the third and subsequent MAC Feedback Scramble states and all subsequent Tag states of the 

Register Bank, Data Churn and Previous Result.  
 

In the tag process (see Appendix C) all Messages Words after the T'th word are, by definition, "all zeroes".  

The adversary has no degree of freedom.  

 

The first MAC Feedback Scramble for a provably false Tail Word is false- 

LFBT+1 = CIPT+1 ⊕ [00...0] ⊕  CIPT-1 ⊕  MEST =  CIPT+1     ⊕  PRVT, 
Generated Feedback       Present Result          Previous Result      Present Result     Previous Result 

because the Tail word was false; 

 

but the second MAC Feedback Scramble will be true, as false feedback corrupts two cycles later- 

LFBT+2 = CIPT+2         ⊕    CIPT+1. 
Generated Feedback       Present Result          Previous Result      

          now LFBDT+2 =  LFBT+1 is false, 
                

the third MAC Feedback Scramble feedback is false, as LFBT+1 is inserted into BNKT+3,  

                          corrupting RBCT+2 and the Data Churn-   

LFBT+3 = CIPT+3     ⊕  CIPT+2. 
Generated Feedback      Present Result   Previous Result          

 

at this stage, BNKT+4 remains false as true LFBT+2 feedback cannot reconcile a false Register Bank. 
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Conclusion:  

This repulsed attack shows a weakness in MAC mode ZK-Crypt II, despite the fact that the attack 

cannot succeed. 

 

The classic fraudulent Message Word attack, as defined in the preamble of where the Register Bank 

and Data Churn are reconciled to a valid state for a short number of cycles does not succeed. 

 

It is possible to sustain the Register Bank and the Data Churn in a true state during a Message Digest 

process with contrived Message Words. We consider this a weakness. 

 

In Steps I & II and from Step VII of the attack, all inserted Message Words are provably false. 

 

If the Register Bank is sustained in a true sequence following a false Message Word, the Register 

Store cannot be reconciled, and a valid Tag cannot be generated.
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Appendix D - Dual Track Transformations- Repulsing Fraudulent Data Authentication Attacks. 

 

As was shown in previously in the ZK-Crypt II, using a classic Data Authentication attack method, an 

adversary can find a sequence of Message Words that can start with the insertion a first false Message 

Word, and subsequently not leave any trace of falsification of the subsequent states of the Random 

Controller, the Register Bank, or the Data Churn. Here we prove that by generating two very different 

feedbacks, each affecting uncorrelated pseudo-random sequences, we obviate finding a sequence of 

Message Words that can insert a first false Message Word and can provably not leave any trace of 

falsification in the subsequent states of the Random Controller, the Register Bank, or the Data Churn.  

 

Dense linear feedback degrades random statistics. In the ZK-Crypt II Cipher Mode, we were only able to 

recirculate sparse feedback (an average of four '1's).  

 

With the dense SuperMIX transformed feedback to the Super Tier in the Register Bank, we believe that we 

have solved the dense feedback anomaly with uncorrelated feedback, such that the output of the Super Tier 

serves to randomize all variables in the Data Churn in both Cipher and MAC modes of operation.  

 

The MAC MIX Reverse Nibble Displacement Transformation 
The MAC MIX transformation in Fig. Appx-3 is efficient in multi-metal layer silicon (standard in security 

and microcontroller chips), and not difficult to implement in firmware [zk-ccc Fig. 34MMX]. Each nibble (a 

half byte) is reversed (close linked without long metal link propagation delays). The input to the MAC MIX 

in the ZK-III is the Present Result, simply the Message Word XORed to the Cipher Mask.   

 
Fig. Appx-3[15]: MAC MIX Nibble Displacement. 

  

Example 1– Two Tracks with the Same Two Cycle TMB Tiers Reconciling Input 

The top two vectors of Fig. Appx-4 show how four fraudulent Lower Feedback bits at the first clock cycle 

are reconciled to a true value in the second clock cycle, as happened in the TMB tiers. If the same four 

complemented bits were input into the MAC MIX filter, we would see the output as depicted in the bottom 

two vectors. Four original false bits would "leave" 8 unreconciled bits in the Super Tier. 

 

Here, Message Word MESi-2 (Lower Feedback, LFBDi-1) index bits 4, 9, 19 and 26 are complemented, 

causing the complementations E', K', V' and c' This complements bits 4, 9, 19 and 26 in the TMB Tiers, 

and bits 7, 10, 16 and 25 in the Super Tier. In the next clock the complemented LFBDi feedback index bits 

5, 10, 20 and 27 complement (and reconcile) the complemented bits, E'E'E'E', KKKK', VVVV  '''' and c'c'c'c' as they move into 

the 5th, 10th, 20th and 27th cells of the TMB Tiers. 

 

Simultaneously, if the MAC MIX displacement filter had received the same input in the second clock cycle, 

complemented index bits 5, 10, 20 and 26  would be displaced to the 6th, 9th, 23rd and 24th cells of the 

MAC MIX output. In addition, the MAC MIX complemented index bits from the first clock 7, 10, 16 and 

25 shift to index positions 8, 11, 17 and 26 on the second clock. A total of 8 bits in the Super Tier would be 

complemented by 4 fraudulent bits that were reconciled in the TMB Tiers. 
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Fig. Appx-4[15]: Complemented Bits Input into the MAC MIX Filter and the Lower FB Store 

 

Example 2 – The Two Tracks with the Real Two Cycle Reconciling Input 

Note, however, that the complemented 4, 9, 19 and 26 index bits from the Message Word, NWR, of the first 

false cycle are stored in the Result Store, to be output, PVR, at the second reconciling cycle. 

(See Fig. Appx-6). The Previous Result, PVR and the second fraudulent reconciling Message Word are 

XOR summed to produce the reconciling Lower Feedback (the second falsified feedback word). The 

Adversary knows that the reconciling TMB Tier Lower Feedback bits are the first false bits shifted one bit 

to the right (the first false D-Word vector divided by 2 where the LS bit is by definition true).    

 

As in Appendix A-  

1) All false or most probably false variable words are designated in Bold, e.g., CIPj+1. We underline 

provably false variables, e.g., MESj+1. 

2) Often we cannot prove that a single word variable is false (or true), but we can prove that the 

composite expression is false, where we underline the expression, e.g.,  CIPx⊕ MESx. 

3) We deal with "false value vectors" where '1's designate false bits and '0's signify the true original 

bits. 

 

For the first two cycle feedbacks, only generated false bits emanate from the first two false Message Words, 

as all 32 Bit Word Manipulator variables are in a true state, for the 0'th and 1'st cycles. Remember from 

Appendix A, a Result false vector of a present Message Word (Cipher Mask ⊕ Message Word), is "XORed 

into" a tier after two cycles; i.e., one cycle to load into a Feedback Store, a second cycle to XOR into TMB 

Tiers. 

   

Explicitly, these are the only false value vectors that can falsify and rectify the TMB Tiers: (Fig. Appx-6) 

I   MES0=NWR0=LFB0; as the Cipher Mask, CIP and Previous NWR, (PVR), are true, where the 

                        Message Word, MES0, is an "auspicious" false word that defines a unique subsequent 

                        rectifying word, which returns the TMB Tiers to a true state. There are many such 

                        auspicious words.    
  

 II  LFB1=LFB0 ⊕ MES1; from I, the Lower Feedback false value vector, LFB0≡MES0 and 

                          as the Cipher Mask, CIP1 is still true, MES1 is the second Present Result false vector,     
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 III LFB1=LFB0/2=MES0/2; the single valued second false LFB vector is a right shift of the 

                         first Lower Feedback vector; else first false shifted bits cannot be re-complemented, 

                         e.g., made true. Note that the left hand bits in all TMB Tiers are true, because the MS              

                         bits of all nLFSRs in the previous cycle were true; as the auspicious first false word was 

                         chosen so as not to complement MS bits of the nLFSRs. 

                          

IV  LBF1=MES0/2=MES0 ⊕ MES1; we have proved that (MES0/2) is the only possible reconciling 

feedback word, in II & II; and we proved that MES0 ⊕ MES1 represents the false value i'th 

Lower Feedback vector as CIP0 and CIP1 are both true, as the LBF feedback is active, XORed into 

the TMB Tiers, 2 clocks later.                       

 

V   MES1=NWR1 ≠ LFB1; as the Result Store outputs the false MES0, and from equation II, as 

         addition and subtraction are identical in modulo 2 arithmetic- 

 

VI   MES1=LFB0 ⊕ LFB1 = MES0 ⊕  MES0/2; the false bits in the contrived  Message Word. 

 

The falsified and reconciled results: 

    TMB0 = LFB0 = MES0; TMB0, the first false value superimposed into the TMB Tiers-  

    

      where the false right shift value that is moving into the TMB registers - TMB0/2 = TMB1  

    TMB1 ⊕  LFB1 = MES0/2 ⊕ LFB1 = LFB1 ⊕ LFB1 = 0 (Reconciled)     

 

       

Following the above equations where the false index bits of Fig. Appx-4, are 4, 9, 19 and 26:  
I  (0000 1000 0100 0000 0001 0000 0010 0000); MES0 = LFB0  

    ⊕   
II (0000 0100 0010 0000 0000 1000 0001 0000); (MES0)/2 = LFB1 
           =  

VI (0000 1100 0110 0000 0001 1000 0011 0000); MES1  generates TMB reconciliation. 
 

The Previous Result, PRV, is XORed into the Lower Feedback, LFB, but not into the Super Map Feedback, 

SUP, as depicted in Fig. Appx-6.   

 

Remember- the false Message Words were generated 2 cycles before being summed into the tiers. 

 

What happens, simultaneously to the Super Tier: 

 

         SUP0, the first false vector is a function of the Present Result, only, as the SuperMIX  

           feedback is irrelevant; it will be affected by MES0 two cycles later; and as the  

        and as CIP0 is true, the Present Result false vector, PRV0 = MES0 

 

VII  SUP0=fMMX[MES0]= STO0;  STO0 is the first falsified vector superimposed into  

                             the Super Tier (the MAC MIX filtered NWR Present Results),  

  

                   SUP1, the next false vector is a function of the Present Result only, as the SuperMIX  

           feedback is still true as it will be affected by MES1 two cycles later;  

           and as CIP1 is true, the Present Result false vector, PRV1 = MES1 

 

VIII SUP1=fMMX[MES1]; as the Cipher Mask, CIP1, was still true when the second false (reconciling the 

TMB Tier) Message was generated, then the SuperMIX output was also true, and the second 

Super Tier false feedback vector would be the fMMX transform on the second false Message Word,  
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                   and the falsified bits simultaneously generated with the TMB reconciliation-  

 

IX   STO1= STO0/2 ⊕ SUP1; STO0 moved one bit to the right is XORed to the second 

                  MMX'd feedback. In this example STO1 is not all zeroed, 

               i.e., STO0/2 ≠ SUP1 ≠ STO1 ≠ 0. 

  

VII (0000 0001 0010 0000 1000 0000 0100 0000); SUP0=STO0=fMMX[MES0], 
 

VIII(0000 0011 0110 0000 1000 0001 1100 0000); SUP1=fMMX[MES1], 

    ⊕   

    (0000 0000 1001 0000 0100 0000 0010 0000); STO0/2, shifting STO0, 

    = 

IX  (0000 0011 1111 0000 1100 0001 1110 0000); STO1= STO0/2 ⊕ SUP1≠0.  

 

The example shows a case where a false MES0 is followed by (the only possible) TMB Tier reconciling  

MES1 which leaves 12 random false traces in the Super Tier.  

 

This disparate feedback feature is doubly important, as the dual track feedback obviates simple 

simultaneous logic manipulation of the Super Tier and the TMB tiers. It shows that we affect separate 

uncorrelated pseudo-random functions in disparate ways, at each clock cycle.   

 

Note that a false Message Word index bit 12 would cause an internal feedback error in the top left nLFSR in 

the Register Bank. The false feedback would falsify bits 0,3,4,6,9 and 10 in the nLFSR at the next clock 

cycle, see Fig. 5 and Table 1. This aberration would be unique to one nLFSR. Subsequent simultaneous 

reconciliation of this single register and the whole Register Bank with MAC feedback would be impossible. 

If we skip the optional check, the test is generic, e.g., nLFSRs could be any length. 

 

Proving that the two step reconciliation of the TMB Tiers leaves behind a false value in the Super Tier, 

proves also there will be a false output from the Register Bank Combiner, RBC. We assume that at least 

either the Top or Intermediate Store & XOR output values are immediately false. (If both Store & XORs are 

true - the proof in the following rigorous proof Step V, shows that the attack fails sooner than expected.)  

 

Following falsification and reconciliation of the Register Bank, true feedback must be sustained to both the 

Super Tier and the TMB Tiers, else the condition of the Register Bank and eventually the Random 

Controller would obviate short term reconciliation. We will prove that there is no Message Word generated 

feedback that can sustain the Register Bank in a true condition for more than two cycles, following 

reconciliation.  

 

As our intention is/was to find, even with lowest probability, an attack that could succeed, we choose to 

falsify and reconcile in two successive clock cycles. Reconciling in a third, fourth or up to the 12th cycle is 

possible, but lowers any chance of reconciling the Register Bank for even one clock cycle. It is easily shown 

that delayed reconciliation has a very low chance of success as: 

 

a) MES0 could include fewer false bits, lest a false bit complements an MS nLFSR feedback bit;  

b) as TMB tiers are randomly clocked; therefore it is less likely that affected tiers be clocked 

simultaneously would be less likely; 

c) at the first delayed reconciliation cycle the Super Tier feedback includes false feedback from the 

Data Churn (not only from the Result/Feedback Processor); so that,  

d) the Super Tier will be further convoluted, with the more distinct possibility that the Super Tier will 

transmit false signal bits to the Top Control Unit of the Random Controller. 
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Assuming that the adversary successfully reconciled the TMB Tiers, he would have completed the 

equivalent of Step V, and would proceed to Step VI in the following rigorous proof. All delayed false 

Message Words that can be generated are equivalent to one of a reduced subset of the 2
31

-1 possible words; 

e.g., FFFF FFFC can only be one clock shift delayed to become 7FFF FFFA without flipping the MS 

nLFSR internal feedback and FFFF FFFE cannot be delayed for even one clock cycle. FFFF FFFC is a 

Message Word that is in the search subset of all 2
32

 possible words. 

 

The above nine step algorithm is formalized in the flow chart of Fig. Appx-5. Remembering that index bit 

31, the MS bit, cannot be flipped, progressing from 2 to 2
32

-2, when incrementing by 2, we perform an 

exhaustive search of all the possible flipped words. If the result, BADFALSWRD =0, the program proves 

the efficacy of the ZK-Crypt III feedback strategy for repulsing the classic Message Modification attack in a 

two step procedure. This proves that there is no combination of false flipped bits in a ZK-Crypt Message 

Word that can be reconciled in two cycles, in both the Super Tier and the TMB Tiers.  

 
Note the "Optional Check" in Fig. Appx-5 is valid for the defined length configurations of the 

ZK-Crypt nLFSRs. Eliminating testing of Message Words that would trigger false nLFSR feedback, 

shortens the generic test by a factor of 32. The generic test takes less than 10 minutes; the option is 

irrelevant. The search proved exhaustively over all of the 2
31

-1 possible complemented feedback word pairs, 

that there is no falsified word pair that simultaneously complements and reconciles both the TMB Tiers and 

the Super Tier in the ZK-Crypt III.   
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Fig. Appx-5[15]: No Single Cycle False Word Reconciliation in the ZK-Crypt III Register Bank  
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As BADFALSWRDCNT=0; there is always a difference between the only word that can reconcile the 

TMB Tiers, and the only single word that could reconcile Super Tier, in the single step false/reconcile clock 

sequences.  

 

 

Fig. Appx-6 depicts the ZK-Crypt III MAC Feedback mode in its entirety, including the additional 24 bit 

Counter Mask feeding the Super Tier, as used in Data Authentication, only.  
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Fig. Appx-6[15]: The ZK-Crypt III Dual Track Feedback Strategy  

 

The SuperMIX Transform is Active in both the Ciphering and the MAC Processes  

 

The SuperMIX displacement is similar to the MAC MIX displacement transformation, with the exception 

that the reverse nibbled output is eight bit right rotated. The 8 bit shift slightly increases silicon real estate, 

but decorrelates the shared inputs of the SuperMIX feedback from the non-linear Lower Cipher feedback 

function.  

 

THE SUPERMIX ROTATES EACH INPUT NIBBLE, 8 CELLS TO THE RIGHT & 
ALSO REVERSES THE BITS OF EACH OUTPUT NIBBLE 

AS WOULD AFFECT THE JKLM & NPQR NIBBLES

MLJ RQPNK

ACD EFGHB

VUS ZYXWT

JLM NPQRK
INPUT

OUTPUT

A DCB HGFE UTS ZYXW hgfedbaV cMLJ RQPNK

efghabd c D ABC FGH STU WXYZE VJLM NPQRK

INPUT

fNR&SHIFT

OUTPUT

 
Fig. Appx-7[15]: The SuperMIX Transform 
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The SuperMIX displacement does not affect the two clock cycle MAC TMB Tier reconciliation 

process, as the non-valid SMX is XORed to the Super Tier two cycles after the reconciliation cycle.  

 

In Cipher Mode the SuperMIX supplies dense cipher feedback, decorrelated from the sparse Lower Cipher 

(TMB) Feedback.  

 

We show that with the SuperMIX/ MAC MIX filters, there is provably no chance of short term forging of a 

false MAC Message Word in the ZK-Crypt III.   

 

Analyzing a Fraudulent Word Attack on the ZK-Crypt III 
In the following analysis, we prove that a 2 step fraudulent word reconciliation strategy for the ZK-Crypt III 

does not work because the TMB and the Super Tiers of the Register Bank cannot be sustained in the short 

term in a valid state. Invalid Lower Feedback corrupts both the TMB Tiers and the Data Churn and would 

obviate reconciliation, as will be seen. One random word XORed to the Super Tier can always reconcile the 

tier's condition for one clocked step. If a false bit or bits corrupts MS bit(s) of one or any nLFSRs in the 

TMB Tiers, reconciliation is impossible, as the tiers would have non-equal false vectors obviating future 

false Message Word reconciliation.  

 

Reviewing the feedback variables in the ZK-Crypt III, remembering that these equations relate to false word 

vectors; e.g., if CIPx=0, all bits of CIPx are true. 

 

The MAC MIX output, MMX, is the fMMX transformation of the Present Result, NWR of Figure Appx-3;  

A) MMXx = fMMX[CIPx⊕ MESx]; MMXx is true if  CIPx⊕ MESx, the Present Result, is true;  
Generated Feedback     fMMX Filtered Present Result         

                                                                 else MMXx is a pseudo-random number. 

 

The SuperMIX output SMX is the fSMX transformation of the XORed sum of the output of the Intermediate 

Store & XOR, ISX, and the output of the Bottom Splash EVNN MAJ/XOR filter, BSF.  

BSX, the output of the Bottom Store & XOR is by definition, the Cipher Mask, CIP≡BSX. 

 

B) SMXx = fSMX[ISXx⊕ BSFx];the SMXx is true if the sum, ISXx⊕ BSFx, is true.;  
SuperMIX Output        fSMX Filtered Input  

                                                                else, SMXx is a pseudo-random number.                                         

 

C) The Super Tier Feedback, SUPx, may be true, only if the sum, MMXx ⊕ SMXx, is true. 

 

D) RBC, the Register Bank Combiner, is provably true, only if the Register Bank's, (BNK's) all four tiers' 

(3 in the TNB and 1 in the STO) outputs are true. 

 

E) ISXx & BSFx are provably true, only if RBC and the Top and Intermediate Store & XOR outputs 

are true,  TSX and ISX respectively. 

 

Proof that False Message Words cannot be Inserted in a Valid MAC Sequence Causing the Register 

Bank to be Reconciled in the Short Term 

 

This proof encompasses the proof that the classic Fraudulent Word Attack cannot succeed, as shown in 

Appendix A for the Single Track ZK-Crypt II feedback. 

 

In order to prove that the Register Bank cannot be reconciled in the short term, we must assume that the 

Adversary is extremely lucky, in Steps III to VI. Then, in Step VII we can prove that such an improbable 

"lucky" scenario does not exist. 
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Start: 

We assess the situation at the j'th word, prior to the adversary's first attack word.  

      – All is well – the ZK-Crypt III is processing a valid Message; and all variables are true. 

 

The Register Bank BNKj is true, therefore the combiner output,  RBCj is true. 

 

Top Store output TSXj is true; Intermediate Store output ISXj is true; and,  

      Bottom Store output BSX ≡ CIPj is true. 

 

The Message Word= MESj is true; the Present Result = NWRj is true;  

     the Previous Result = PRVj is true; the generated and Stored Feedback LFBj= LWMj and, 

            LFBDj are the true original "historic" values. 

 

There are many conditions involved in the choice of an "auspicious" word in Step I. There are many j'th 

words, and in each of the candidate j'th words and there are up to 2
28

 candidate false Message Words. An 

adversary who knows the device and its contents can easily find illusive solutions (if they exist) to Steps I 

to V, but to no avail. We will prove that there is no auspicious word that will lead to a successful attack on 

the Register Bank, therefore the specific choice is irrelevant.  

In the following, variables that are provably false appear in Bold and are underlined; e.g., 

(CIPj+1⊕ MESj+1). Variables that we assume, but do not prove are false appear in Bold face type, but are 

not underlined, e.g., CIPn. Instants where we suspect that both variables in a composite variable are false, 

where we can prove that the composite is false, we underline the whole composite function: 

                      e.g., (CIPj+3⊕ MESj+3).  

 

Other words are assumed to be true (if only for argument's sake), and are not emboldened. 

 

Step I – The adversary chooses an "auspicious" falsifying Message Word,  MESj+1. 

       The generated Lower, LFBj+1, feedback is provably false- 

LFBj+1 =(CIPj+1⊕ MESj+1) ⊕CIPj⊕ MESj, and also the - 
Generated Lower FB      Present Result NWR      Previous Result  

SUPj+1= fMMX[CIPj+1⊕ MESj+1]⊕ fSMX[ISXj+1⊕ BSFj+1]is false. 
Generated Super Tier FB   fMMXed Present Result on NWR     fSMXed Filtered Input 

LFBDj+1,TMBj+1,STOj+1,RBCj+1,TSXj+1,ISXj+1,BSXj+1 & SMXj+1  are  true. 

 

The first false feedbacks are "waiting to" be stored into Feedback Stores, LFBD & SUPD.  

 

Step II – The adversary calculates a Message Word, MESj+2 that generates Lower Feedback to complement 

the one bit rotated to the right fraudulent bits in the TMB Tiers. This reconciliation word will reconcile 

the TMB Tiers to a true state and provably falsify the Super Tier. (Fig. Appx-5.) The Adversary has no 

degree of freedom in his choice of  MESj+2. 

 

   The generated feedbacks- 

LFBj+2 = CIPj+2⊕ MESj+2⊕ CIPj+1⊕ MESj+1 is false we know that it isn't the original  
Generated Feedback      Present Result        Previous Result  

                                                                             as it must reconciliate false bits; and, 
 

SUPj+2= fMMX[CIPj+2 ⊕ MESj+2]⊕ fSMX[ISXj+2⊕ BSFj+2] is also provably false. 
Generated Super Tier FB   fMMX Present Result = NWR     fSMX Filtered Input 

TMBj+2,STOj+2,RBCj+2,TSXj+2,ISXj+2,BSXj+2 & SMXj+1  are provably still true. 
 

LFBDj+2 is false as LFBj+1 was false . 

SUPDj+2 is false as SUPj+1 was false . 
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LFBDj+2 and SUPDj+2 are "waiting" to falsely complement the Register Bank and the Data Churn.  

LFBj+2 is "waiting" to follow LFBDj+2 to reconcile the TMB Tiers to a true value. 

SUPj+2 is "waiting" to follow SUPDj+2 to further falsify the Super Tier. 

 

Step III – In the following steps a MAC adversary must guess Message Words (MES's) that will 

compensate for a false Previous Result and/or false Present and/or Previous Cipher Masks, in order to 

generate a true  Lower Feedback, LFB,to sustain the TMB Tiers (two clocks hence).  

In this step, SUPDj+2 was XORed into the STO (Fig. Appx-6), thereby corrupting the Super Tier-  

and LFBDj+2 was XORed into the TMB and Data Churn, corrupting with an auspicious word- 

LFBDj+3,SUPDj+3,TMBj+3,STOj+3,RBCj+3,TSXj+3,ISXj+3,CIPj+3,MMXj+3 & SMXj+3 are either 

             assumed or proved false, 

        and we assume (as the MES1 was chosen auspiciously) that the TMB  can and will be reconciled on 

             the next clock cycle. 

The generated feedbacks- 

LFBj+3 =(CIPj+3⊕ MESj+3)⊕CIPj+2⊕ MESj+2 is true, 
Generated Feedback      Present Result          Previous Result  

             as the "guessed" Message Word MESj+3 probably compensates two false variables. 

The Super Tier Feedback- 

SUPj+3= fMMX[CIPj+3 ⊕ MESj+3]⊕ fSMX[ISXj+3 ⊕⊕⊕⊕ BSFj+3] 
Generated Super Tier FB   fMMX Present Result on NWR     fSMX Filtered Input 

              is a random number. With extreme luck it will reconcile the Super Tier's in the 5'th step. 

              SUPj+3 is not the valid feedback, it is the assumed feedback that will reconcile.  

LFBDj+3 is false as LFBj+2 was false.  

LFBDj+3 is "waiting" to reconcile the variables in the TMB Tiers, TMB, to a true state.  

SUPDj+3 is "waiting" with a number that provably cannot reconcile the Super Tier into a true state. 

LFBj+3 is "waiting" with true Feedback, to "sustain" the TMB Tiers in a true state. 

 

Step IV – In this step, reconciling feedback is XORed into the TMB Tiers, thereby recovering all TMB 

variables into a true state. The reconciling feedback further corrupts the Data Churn. We have proved, 

logically and with an exhaustive search that the Super Tier Feedback is not reconciled, so that the BNK 

and the Data Churn are both false. (See Fig. Appx-5.) The MAC adversary will continue guessing 

compensating words to generate "historic" original LFBs.  

 

In this step, LFBDj+3was XORed into the TMB and Data Churn, thereby reconciling the TMB. 

The SUPDj+3 was XORed into the STO thereby further randomizing the Super Tier. 

SUPDj+4,STOj+4,RBCj+4,TSXj+4,ISXj+4,CIPj+4,MMXj+4 & SMXj+4 are assumed false, 

and TMBj+4,LFBDj+4 are true. 

 

LFBj+4 = (CIPj+4 ⊕  MESj+4)⊕ (CIPj+3 ⊕ MESj+3) is true, 
Generated Feedback      Present Result               Previous Result  

             as the "guessed" Message Word MESj+4 probably compensates three false variables. 

The Super Tier Feedback- 

SUPj+4= fMMX[CIPj+4 ⊕ MESj+4]⊕ fSMX[ISXj+4 ⊕⊕⊕⊕ BSFj+4] 
Generated Super Tier FB   fMMX Present Result on NWR     fSMX Filtered Input 

             SUPj+4 is a random number. With extreme luck we assume that it is the true Super Tier 

                 feedback which can sustain the Super Tier in a valid state in Step VI. 

LFBDj+4 is true as LFBj+3 was true and is waiting to sustain TMB to a true state.  

SUPDj+4 is random and "waiting" with, a low probability to reconcile the STOj+5. 

LFBj+4 is "waiting" with true Feedback, to "sustain" the TMB Tiers in a true state in Step VI. 

          

Step V – In this step the TMB remains true, the STO is reconciled by a lucky SUPDj+4, Super Tier 

feedback. The Data Churn remains false. The Result Store (Previous Result) remains false. We "know" 
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that the adversary was very lucky. The MAC adversary will continue guessing compensating words to 

generate "historic" original LFBs.  

   If SUPDj+4 does not reconcile STOj+5, the attack fails here, as SUPDj+4 is single valued for MES1.  

In this step, LFBDj+4 was XORed into the TMB and Data Churn, sustaining a true TMB, 

and pseudo-random SUPDj+4 was XORed into and "luckily" reconciled the STO. Now the BNK and 

RBC are true. If on the next cycle RBC is still true, TSX will be true. (If LFB and RBC are true for 3 

more cycles, consecutively, TSX, ISX and BSX are reconciled).   

TSXj+5,ISXj+5,CIPj+5,MMXj+5 & SMXj+5 we assume are false, 

TMBj+5,STOj+5,RBCj+5 are true, as the random SUP (we assumed) reconciled the Super Tier. 

LFBDj+4 & SUPDj+4 were assumed to be true, to sustain a valid Register Bank. 

And the Lower Feedback 

LFBj+5 = (CIPj+5 ⊕  MESj+5) ⊕ (CIPj+4 ⊕  MESj+4) is true, 
Generated Feedback      Present Result               Previous Result  

             as the "guessed" Message Word MESj+5 compensates at least one false variable. 

The Super Tier Feedback- 

SUPj+5= fMMX[CIPj+5 ⊕ MESj+5]⊕ fSMX[ISXj+5 ⊕⊕⊕⊕ BSFj+5] 
Generated Super Tier FB   fMMX Present Result on NWR     fSMX Filtered Input 

is a random number. With extreme luck we assume it will sustain true STOj+7 in step 7. 

LFBDj+5 is true as LFBj+4 was true and is "waiting" to sustain TMB to a true state in step 6.  

SUPDj+5 is "waiting" with a number we assume (improbably) will reconcile STO in step 6. 

LFBj+5 is "waiting" with true Feedback, to sustain the TMB Tiers in a true state in step 7. 

 

Step VI – In this step the TMB remains true, a true STO is sustained by a lucky SUPDj+5, Super Tier 

feedback. The Data Churn, except for the TSX remains false. The Result Store (Previous Result) 

remains false. We "know" that the adversary was very lucky. The MAC adversary will continue 

guessing compensating words to generate "historic" original LFBs.  

In this step, LFBDj+5 was XORed into the TMB and Data Churn, thereby sustaining a true TMB, 

and pseudo-random SUPDj+5 was XORed into and "luckily" reconciled the STO. The BNK and RBC 

remain true. As the RBCj+5 and LFBDj+5 are true for a second time, TSX will be true. (If LFB and 

RBC are true for 1 more cycle, ISX and BSF will be reconciled).   

ISXj+6,CIPj+6,MMXj+6 & SMXj+6 are false, 

TMBj+6,STOj+6,RBCj+6 & TSXj+6, are true, as the random SUP again reconciled the Super Tier. 

We assume again that SMXj+6 is false; later we will prove that it must be false;  

LFBDj+6 & SUPDj+6 are assumed to be true,  

And the Lower Feedback 

LFBj+6 = CIPj+6 ⊕  MESj+6 ⊕ CIPj+5 ⊕ MESj+5 is true, 
Generated Feedback      Present Result        Previous Result  

             as the "guessed" Message Word MESj+6 compensates three false variables. 

The Super Tier Feedback- 

SUPj+6= fMMX[CIPj+6 ⊕ MESj+6]⊕ fSMX[ISXj+6 ⊕⊕⊕⊕ BSFj+6] 
Generated Super Tier FB   fMMX Present Result on NWR     fSMX Filtered Input 

SUPj+6 is a random number. With extreme luck we assume it might reconcile STO in StepVIII. 

LFBDj+6 is true as LFBj+5 was true and is "waiting" to sustain TMB to a true state in StepVII.  

SUPDj+6 is "waiting" with a number we assume will sustain a true STO in Step VII. 

LFBj+6 is "waiting" with true Feedback, to sustain the TMB Tiers in a true state in StepVIII. 

 

Step VII – In this step the TMB remains true with a luckily guessed Message Word
♦
, the STO is again 

reconciled by a lucky SUPDj+5, Super Tier feedback. The Data Churn is true, except for BSX≡CIP 

which remains false. ISX and BSF are true as RBC,TOP and ISX are true. The Result Store (Previous 

Result) remains false. We will question if the adversary could have been very lucky. We also see, also, 

that the attack could not work, without the anomalies which we will show.  

In this step, LFBDj+6 was XORed into the TMB and Data Churn, thereby sustaining a true TMB, 
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and pseudo-random SUPDj+6 was XORed into and "luckily" reconciled STO. The BNK and RBC 

remain true. As the RBCj+6 and LFBDj+6 were true for a third time, both TSX and ISX are true.   

CIPj+7 = BSXj+7 is still false, and we have an anomaly with MMXj+6 & SMXj+6. 
TMBj+6,STOj+6,RBCj+6,TSXj+6,ISXj+7,BSFj+7 & SMXj+7  are true, as SUP once again reconciled the 

            Super Tier ISXj+7 is true, making BSFj+7 true so that SMXj+7 is now true.  

 

And the Lower Feedback can always be contrived: 

LFBj+7 = (CIPj+7 ⊕  MESj+7) ⊕ (CIPj+6 ⊕ MESj+6) is true, 
Generated Feedback       Present Result               Previous Result  

             where the Present Result cannot be true, if the Previous Result was not true. 

 

The Super Tier Feedback can no longer be true- 

     SUPj+7= fMMX[CIPj+7 ⊕ MESj+7]⊕ fSMX[ISXj+7 ⊕ BSFj+7]where both ISXj+7 & BSFj+7  
Generated Super Tier FB   fMMX Present Result on NWR     fSMX Filtered Input 

                                                                                 have been reconciled and are true. 

 

If fSMX[ISXj+7 ⊕ BSFj+7]= SMXj+7 is true, and SUPj+7 were true, then  

 fMMX[CIPj+7 ⊕ MESj+7] and [CIPj+7 ⊕ MESj+7]= NWRj+7 would also be true. 
 

CIPj+6 ⊕  MESj+6 = PVRj+7 is by definition false-  

then, LFBj+7 = NWRj+7 ⊕ PVRj+7,  

          the valid feedback to sustain the TMB could not also be simultaneously true. 

 

Despite the aforesaid, let's assume that it was possible to maintain the Register Bank in a true sequence, 

obviously with false Message Words, as the Previous Result would constantly be false- 

 

The generated feedback at the final tail word step can only be- 

LFBT = (CIPT ⊕ MEST) ⊕ (CIPT-1 ⊕ MEST-1) is again true. 
Generated Feedback      Present Result         Previous Result  

 

The T'th Message Word should be a meaningful Tail not the random MEST, necessary to compensate for 

false  MEST-1. 

LFBT = CIPT ⊕ MEST ⊕ CIPT-1 ⊕ MEST-1 where T>j+7. 
Generated Feedback   Present Result      Previous Result  

A true Tail word would obviously have generated, LFBT, a false feedback. 
 

In the tag process (see Appendix C) all Messages Words after the T'th word are, by definition, "all zeroes".  

The adversary has no degree of freedom. If Message Words are equal to zero, then Cipher Mask values 

constitute Previous and Present Results. 

 

The first MAC Feedback Scramble is false- 

LFBT+1 = CIPT+1 ⊕ [00...0] ⊕ CIPT ⊕ MEST   =   CIPT+1     ⊕     PRVT, 
Generated Feedback       Present Result         Previous Result        Present Result          Previous Result 

as the Tail word was false; 

 

but the second MAC Feedback Scramble would be true, as false feedback corrupts two cycles later- 

LFBT+2 = CIPT+2         ⊕    CIPT+1. 
Generated Feedback       Present Result          Previous Result      

          now LFBDT+2 =  LFBT+1 is false, 
                

the third MAC Feedback Scramble feedback is false, as LFBT+1 is inserted into BNKT+3,  

                          corrupting RBCT+2 and the Data Churn-   

LFBT+3 = CIPT+3     ⊕  CIPT+2. 
Generated Feedback      Present Result   Previous Result          
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at this stage, BNKT+4 remains false as true LFBT+2 feedback cannot reconcile a false Register Bank. 

 

Conclusion:  In the ZK-Crypt III, sustaining the Register Bank in a valid state following the insertion of a 

false Message Word is not possible. 

 

The Super Tier feedback track logically obviates adversarial Message Words from   

simultaneous logic manipulation of the Super Tier and the TMB tiers.  
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Appendix E-Multi-Configurations Side by Side Pairs, Twins & larger Concatenations [9] 
 

Future applications anticipate many applications which can efficiently use more than one ZK-Crypt on the 

CPU chip. With two engines, and programmable feedback connections, double length word processes are 

possible for maximum security 64 bit word operations, or alternately with one or two CPUs on the same 

silicon substrate, two standard or proprietary processes may operate simultaneously. We also show an 

interesting concatenation of n engines concatenated to operate on n x 32 words to accommodate new more 

than 10 Gb/s transmission protocols. 

 

Twined  Pairs Operating on Double Words   

For use in Cipher Mode on double words, Lower Feedbacks are swapped, and both Super Tier Feedbacks 

are shared; i.e., the Super HAIFA Switch of the L/H engine accepts the R/H engine's  Super Tier Feedback, 

in addition to its own Super Tier Feedback. Lower Feedbacks are swapped; the L/H Lower Feedback is 

switched into the R/H engine via the R/H Lower Feedback Switch and Store, and likewise the R/H Lower 

Feedback is fed into the L/H engine. The speed is dependent on a CPU 64 bit configuration able to insert a 

Message and sample a Result. Assuming DMA input and output, speed is doubled, and cryptocomplexity is 

exponentially increased. 
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Side by Side Pairs 

Future NIST Specs ostensibly specify authentication of previously encrypted data. This eminently fits two 

side by side normal (non-shared feedbacks). One engine (or pair of engines) can be configured for 

deciphering and the second for Data Authentication. Aside from the initialization phase, and reading the tag, 

the input to both engines is the same. While inputting the same data to both engines, only the decipher 

engine is read. At the end of file, only the Data Authenticator output is read.  

 

n Engine Concatenations 

The following concatenation is designed for highest security n Message Word Data Authentication. The 

Lower and Super Tier Feedbacks are rotated to next neighbors; except for the n'th engine which does not 

circulate its Super Tier feedback to the 1'st egnine. The j=1'th engine's Super HAIFA Switch "pushes" in the 

HAIFA count necessary to prevent herding of data sections. 
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Appendix F-Annotated Test Result Reports from "The ZK-Crypt Noise Generator 

Design Parameter Emulator" [17]  
AN ANNOTATED TYPICAL TEST REPORT GENERATED BY THE ZK-CRYPT 

DETERMINISTIC/RANDOM 

NOISE GENERATOR OPERATING IN SINGLE CLOCK MODE (NO RANDOM FM MODULATED 

OSCILLATOR)  
 

Explanations & Circuit Diagrams in "The ZK-Crypt Noise Generator Design Parameter Emulator"  
 

     Statistical AIS-31 Analysis of ZK-Crypt Noise Source           Date:   31.12.07; 

This particular test is for typical cryptographic applications, where we know that the QTA signal is 

a good pseudo-random, Data dependent source of pseudorandomness. 

Test Parameters Sampled Outputs: 10,000,000 Samples;   Qta In the S/W emulator we replace random Data with an 
external Randomization of the (P)Random Slip.  

This is a normal test (takes our emulator about 30 seconds).  

 

# of sampled '1's in test nodes: (see Drawings);  (P)RandomClk 9218321 the missed pulse generator;  

                                                                              NO RANDOM CLOCK � frClk 0; 
 

All of the following sampled Results are excellent- PROBABILITY OF 0.5 '1's 

das 4999256; 4'th Toggle 5000001; Juggle Splash 5000102; 

 

Q8 4998231; Q7 5000576; Q6 4999784; Q4 5000252; Q5 4999784; Q3 4999325; Q2 4999325; 

Q1 4999498; Q0 4999498; A 4999657; C(3) 5000192; L(3) 5000358; L(4) 5000358; B 4999657; 

ffF3 5000192; ffF4 5000357; ffF5 4999657; H 5005900; J 4996518; 

 

Nibble Frequencies of 4th Toggle. 9 tests from Test #  15625     

[  0]     3   6   5   6   2   2   5   4   5      157766  [  8]     3   5   9   8   7   3   5   6   9      155590  

These numbers signify the total number of times the nibble occurred in 10M samples-all very close to the theoretical ideal of 156250 
[  1]     8   7   8   5   4   6   5   5   6      155668  [  9]     3   7   3   4   5   3   2   5   6      152849 

[  2]     7   4   6   8   4   1   6   4   2      158879  [ 10]     5   5   0   4   4   7   5   3   4      157403 

[  3]     5   2   4   1   3   8   2   4   4      155184  [ 11]     9   7   6   3   9   8   5   5   3      157236 

[  4]     7   4   5   4   7   4   9   7   7      156386  [ 12]     4   4   7   4   5   2   5   3   2      154931 

[  5]     6   1   4   6   7   9   5   3   4      157514  [ 13]     5   4   1   3   5   8   8   6   3      158482 

[  6]     3   4   6   5   6   8   5   7   1      152967  [ 14]     4   6   4   6   4   4   5   9  10      155506 

[  7]     4  11   6   6   5   4   4   5   8      156319  [ 15]     4   3   6   7   3   3   4   4   6      157240 

Demerit Results =   10.8  16.8  16.4  10.8  10.0  21.2   9.2   8.4  20.4 

We consider a bad Demerit Result to be 50 or more, a failed statistic is 65 or more. 
 

Nibble Frequencies of das Slip Toggle. 9 tests from Test #  15625     

[  0]     7   4   5   5   7   5   5   7   5      158545  [  8]     9   4   5   3   4   8   2   2   8      157728 

[  1]     5   5   5   4   5   5   6   4   7      156095  [  9]     4   5   4   6   2   5   6   5   3      152628 

[  2]     5   0   2   9   6   6   8   5  10      155636  [ 10]     7   3   3   4   0   3   4   3   8      157339 

[  3]     4   6   6   2   8   5   5   4   7      155726  [ 11]     2   5   8   0   6   7   3   9   3      157147 

[  4]     4   8   1   4   6   3   1   7   3      156879  [ 12]     5   4   6   7   3   3   5   7   6      155859 

[  5]     7   4   6   4   1   4   8   4   2      157065  [ 13]     8   6   7   3   8   5   5   1   0      154887 

[  6]     6   6   2   8   7   5   4   5   3      152744  [ 14]     3   5  10   7   4   5   4   7   3      155664 

[  7]     0   7   5   7   5   4   9   5   5      157014  [ 15]     4   8   5   7   8   7   5   5   7      158964 

Demerit Results =   16.0  11.6  16.0  17.6  18.8   6.4  13.6  12.8  22.0 

 

Nibble Frequencies of Juggle Splash Toggle. 9 tests from Test #  15625     

[  0]     5   8   4   3   3   2   5  10   5      159381  [  8]     5   6   4   7   2   4   5   3   1      156199 

[  1]     5   7   6   8   8   9   5   4   5      155380  [  9]     1   5   6   1   4   4   3   5   3      152335 

[  2]     8   2   5   1   7   7   4   7   6      156925  [ 10]     4   4   5   4   4   9   7   5   7      157756 

[  3]     6   8   4   6   6   7   5   2   6      155547  [ 11]     2   3   5   8   3   0   3   4   7      156467 

[  4]     3   6   8   7   6   5   4   2   4      156516  [ 12]     6   3   5   4   5   2   9   7   6      155395 

[  5]     7   6   9   6   2   1   5   4   6      157861  [ 13]     6   3   8   7  10   4   5   6   5      157014 

[  6]     5   5   2   2   3   6   2   3   2      152315  [ 14]     5   7   2   4   6   6   7   8   4      155529 

[  7]     4   2   2   8   3   8   5   5   5      155766  [ 15]     8   5   5   4   8   6   6   5   8      159534 

Demerit Results =   11.2  12.0  13.2  18.0  17.2  22.8   8.8  14.4  10.4 

 

Nibble Frequencies of Concatenated String ...||Juggle||4'thToggle||das||Juggle||4'thToggle||das||... 

9 tests from Test #  46875     

[  0]    10   6   5   5   5   7   6   2   7      470492  [  8]     3   1   3   6   1   4   2   4   2      470647 

[  1]     0   7   5   3   3   4   8   4   7      467549  [  9]     6   5   5   7   9   8   2   2  11      465879 

[  2]     3   6   5   4   5   7   4   8   4      470587  [ 10]    10   6   5   2   4   2   7   6   2      469551 

[  3]     7   4   4   9   3   2   4   4   4      468537  [ 11]     2   3   7   3   6   9   5   7   7      467906 

[  4]     6   4   7   4  14   5   2   6   9      467957  [ 12]     9   3   5   4   6   6   4   1   7      467876 

[  5]     4   5   8   8   3   5   7   9   2      468758  [ 13]     4   7   5   4   3   3   4   5   2      469729 

[  6]     2   7   1   9   2   1   6   3   4      466378  [ 14]     1   3   5   5   2   4   9   8   2      466639 

[  7]     8   3   5   3   8   6   6   2   5      470190  [ 15]     5  10   5   4   6   7   4   9   5      471245 

Demerit Results =   30.0  14.8   7.6  14.4  32.0  16.0  13.6  21.2  23.2 

At each clock, the three binary signals are concatenated- so that the ideal number is 156250 x 3 = 468750 
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The 3 binary signals tested out beautifully, with only one sample run above 50 (55.2) all averages less than15.1. 
 

Demerit  Distribution - 

Juggle Nibble Test:  # FM Warning Triggers (> 50.0)  0 

                     # Failed Strings (>65)  0 

 Count ** 0-25=  29813 ** 26-35=   1350 ** 36-45=     86 ** 46-55=      0 ** 56-65=      0 max= 44.0 av= 14.9 

 

4th Toggle Nibble Test:  # FM Warning Triggers (> 50.0)  0 

                      # Failed Strings (>65)  0 

 Count ** 0-25=  29826 ** 26-35=   1360 ** 36-45=     57 ** 46-55=      6 ** 56-65=      0 max= 46.4 av= 14.8 

 

das Nibble Test:  # FM Warning Triggers (> 50.0)       1 Groups #  22274  

                  # Failed Strings (>65)  0 

 Count ** 0-25=  29773 ** 26-35=   1337 ** 36-45=    133 ** 46-55=      5 ** 56-65=      1 max= 55.2 av= 15.0 

 

 

 

The concatenated tests, just about the same- (remember 3 times the number of sampled bits) the BAD FILE records all of the warning signals. 

Here we see that there were 8 occurrences of Demerit Results more than 50, where interval between occurrences was at least 117 test sequences.  
 

3 signal Nibble Test:  # FM Warning Triggers (> 50.0)      8 Groups #  5302 26213 40475 60445 60562 67894 74322 89896   

                       # Failed Strings (>65)  0 

 Count ** 0-25=  83540 ** 26-35=   9130 ** 36-45=    992 ** 46-55=     84 ** 56-65=      3 max= 60.8 av= 16.9 

This result shows that there is a slight correlation between the three binary concatenated symbols. Despite the problem that was noticed only  

once in less than 1M samples the total average is still an enviable low 16.9, with the worst signal, which appeared once in 30M tests, of 60.8 

. 
 

 

 

 Average Test Cummulative ( 61.6)/4 =  15.4   Max Test Demerit =  60.8 

The unweighted average of the four tests is 15.4 – excellent, and the worst test (of 600,000,000 separate statistical measures was 15.4,  

the weighted average would be 15.9. The single worst test was 60.8. 
 

 

 

 

 

 


